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( I I )
ABSTRACT
The dynamic response of structures subjected to blast and Impact
loading has been obtained relatively simply using rigid-plastic
or rlgld-vlscoplastlc material Ideallsatlons. It Is essential.
however. that the predictions of these Idealised theories should
be checked against experimental results. and over the past
twenty years several experimental studies have been carried out.
This thesis describes a series of experiments on fully clamped
circular. square and rectangular steel plates. The final mid-
point deflections measured were between 3 and 12 plate thick-
nesses: and the deflection time history was measured using a
I \ght interference technique. Whl Ie the deflection-time history
was being recorded. the Impulse was simultaneously being measur-
ed by means of a ballistic pendulum upon which the plates were
attached. The Impulse was provided by sheet explosive which was
arranged In such a way that the plate was subjected to a uni-
formly distributed Impulse.
In addition an extension of a mode approximation method. based
on the assumption that membrane stresses predominate. Is pre-
sented. This method assumes that the material behaViour can be
modelled as rlgld-vlscuplastlc. and that at any Instant the
shapes of the displacement and the velocity field are the same.
Points on the plat surface were first assumed to displace
perpendicular to the Initial surface: this assumption was then
relaxed to permit points to move perpendicular to the current
surface. In both cases. the predicted transverse displacements
agreed well with the experimental data. The predicted radial
strain distribution exhibited trends simi lar to the experimental
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The deformation of thin plates subjected to large Impulsive
loads has Interested researchers for several decades. There
have been many theoretical models supported by some experimental
studies. In almost all cases the models presented were for a
single plate geometry with the associated experimental evidence
provided by other researchers. This study presents an approach
which can be used for several geometries.
In the first section of Chapter 2 of this thesis the previous
experimental work Is summarized. Measurements of the dynamic
response of structures such as beams and plates have been repor-
ted using various testing techniques. These Include situations
where the structure is subjected to air pressure waves created
by explosive devices. underwater explosive forming, direct Impu-
lsive loading using plastic sheet explosives and spring loaded
arms. These investigations have primarily been concerned with
the final deformed shape and the deflection-time history. Where-
as It is simple to measure the deformed shape of a structure.
the deflection-time history is more difficult to measure and
methods used include high speed photography. stereophotogram-
metric techniques. strain gauges and condenser microphones.
Chapter 2 continues by describing the experiments of this study.
Sheet explosive was used to simulate Impulsive loading. the
magnitude of the Impulse being measured by a ballistic pendulum.
The deflection-time history was recorded using a light-Interfer-
ence technique In which photo-voltaic diodes were used to meas-
ure the light Interference patterns obtained during deformation.
Deflections of up to 20 mm during a time period of 200 #s were
observed in over 100 experiments on fut Iy clamped circular.
square and rectangular plates.
The tests were carried out on mild steel plates which was regar-
ded as r Lg l d-iv l s c o p l a s t t c . The r I g l d-rv l s e op l a s t Lo constitutive
relation adopted was
o •(-- - I]
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the static yield stress and Eo, n are material constants.
Chapter 3 begins with a summary of the theoretical studies
previously reported. The first studies predicted small deflec-
tions for circular plates. This was extended by adding membrane
effects to the bending effacts and further extended when only
the membrane stretching action was considered while assuming a
deformed shape. Several proposals using energy methods were
also used. al I with an assumed deformed shape profile. The
apprOXimate methods discussed rely on the mode concepts.
Predictions of deformations for quadrangular plates (very few
compared to circular plate predictions). also considered the
bending action of the plate. membrane effects and energy
methods.
Chapter 3 continues with a description of the mode approximation
presented In this study which Is applicable to any geometry and
Is based on the assumption that membrane stresses predominate,
and that at any Instant the shapes of the displacement field and
the velocity field are the same. Very simple kinematic and
dynamic conditions are Imposed. and an Iterative forward Integr-
ation scheme Is used to advance the solution In time.
Two approaches were attempted: the first assumed. as did al I
previous predictions. that material points on the plate move
perpendicular to the Initial plane of the plate, whl Ie the
second assumed a displacement field In which the trajectory of
every point on the surface remains normal to the deforming plate
surface.
In Chapter 4 both the experimental and theoretical results are
presented and compared. These experimental results are also
compared with experimental results obtained by other research-
ers. From an analysis of all the experimental results an
empirical relationship between tho deflection-thickness ratio
and a funotlon of Impulse. plate geometry, plate dimensions and











Chapter 5 concludes this thesis with a discussion and Interpre-
tation of the results. Experimental results and theoretical















There have been several experimental studies to measure
large deformations of plates subjected to blast and Imp-
act loading. These Investigations have primarily been
concerned with the measurement of the final deformed
shape. while only some measurements of the deflectlon-
time history and Impulse have been reported. The magni-
tude and shape of the deformed plate depend on the form
of Impulsive loading. Whereas It Is simple to measure
this final deformed shape of the structure. the deflec-
tion-time history and, to a lesser degree, the Impulse
are more difficult.
Earl lest studies reported were mainly concerned with
structures subjected to underwater explosive charges.
Taylor [I) describes experiments of large steel plates.
approximately 1,83 x 1,22 m, subjected to underwater
explosive blasts fired at various distances from a posi-
tion normal to the plate through Its mid-point. The
prlnolpal measurements made In cases where the plate did
not burst were the volume contained between the dished
plate and Its original position, and the maximum displac-
ement. Travis et aJ [21 and Johnson et aJ [31 studied
the effect of underwater explosive forming on fully clam-
ped circular discs of various thicknesses and different
materials. Again the maximum displacement was measured.
In Refs [1-31 the response time and the Impulse were not
measured. Johnson e t aJ [4,51 In other Investigations mea-
sured the displacement-time history using pln-contactors
developed by Mlnshall[61. The pins were positioned at
known Intervals apart and as the blank made contact with
each pin a signal was generated and displayed on an
oscilloscope. Ft nn t e L'r l Investigated, on several plate
materials and plate thicknesses. the experimental rela-
tionship between deformation and explosive parameters
such as charge mass and stand off distance. Wllllams(8)











photograph. against a graticule. the growing bulge of a
plate specimen. Bo y d l S l reported on underwater explosive
tests on circular plates. in which the total a p p l ied
Impulse was determined using empirical formulae reported
by ColellO], Bednarskllill presented results of a
circular membrane subjected to an abrupt pressure rise by
the underwater detonation of explosives. The deformation
of the membrane was measured with a high speed camera kit
equipped with a stereoscopic attachment. The filming
speed was 6000 frames per second and the entire process
was f I I med wi th as few as ten frames. The def Iect I on-
time history was plotted for the entire plate.
The range of deformat Ions of the above exper l men t s are 10
- 120 deflectlon- thickness ratios ll.2.3.8.ll]. and the
plate specimens are deformed in approximately 1500#slll].
The second type of impulsive loading was reported by
Witmer et a/112] in which work by Hoffmanll31 was descri-
bed. Pressure waves were created by an air-blast from
detonations of spherical charges of pentollte of various
masses placed on the central axis and normal to. and at
various distances from. the test specimen. The magnitude
of the permanent deformations measured were up to 16
plate thicknesses. No impulse or response time-history
measurements were reported.
The third type of impulsive loading was first reported by
Humph r e y s Ll d l . which Involved the use of sheet explosive
and a ballistic pendulum. Layers of Dupont sheet explo-
sive of thickness 0.4 mm each were applied to a clamped
beam. separated from the beam by a layer of sponge rubber
to prevent spallation. The test specimens were rigidly
clamped to a ballistic pendulum. The burn rate of the
e xp I as I ve was 6700 ms". Th lsi s higher than the speed
of sound In the materials used. Johnsonll5] reports the
speed of sound In the following materials: carbon steel
5150 ms " aluminium 5700 ms". copper 370lJ ms". brass
3350 ms " It was thus felt that a fair approximation to











ation-tlme history was measured by means of using a high
speed camera modified for spl it frame use capable of
achieving effective speeds of 10000 to 12000 frames per
second. The explosion was initiated at the centre of
the test specimen by means of a pigtal I of the same
material leading back to a standard detonator inside a
rigid container to shield the pendulum from the detonator
blast. A Fastax camera was attached to the pendulum
behind the test specimen and was shielded from the blast
so that the light produced from the explosion was pre-
vented from reaching the camera lens. No strain measure-
ments were made owing to the difficulty encountered in
keeping strain gauges from being spalled off by the Init-
ial explosively produced transverse stress waves.
Humphreys reports that the two assumptions Inherent in
the successful use of this technique are verified in the
first eight frames. The explosion starts to occur in
the second frame and is completely over In the fourth
frame (a time span of approximately 200 - 250 #s) before
the beam had noticeably moved at al I Subsequent motion
takes place under no load. purely as a result of the
Inertia. Thus the assumption of an Initial velocity
condition under Impulsive loading Is reasonable. The
final plastic d formation was observed by the sixth frame
- hence deformation taking place in approximately 150
200#s - which. is extremely short compared to the natural
period of the ballistic pendulum. Cl n Humphreys
experiments this period was 4.43 s e c . ) Thus all plastic
deformation is over wei I before the pendulum has moved at
all. The recorded pendulum swing gives a direct
indication of the maximum potential energy of the system
after the dissipation of energy in plastic work. This
potential energy is used to calculate the maximum
velocity of the whole pendulum system and hence gives an











The sheet exploslve/bal I Istlc pendulum method has been
used by several researchers during Investigations of
different types of specimens. The deflection-time hist-
ory was not always measured. Florence and Flrthll61
conducted experiments on pinned and clamped beams separa-
ting the sheet explosive from the beam by a layer of
Neoprene. The rig on which the beams were attached was
fixed. and the impulse was measured by calibration of the
sheet explosive. Several of these experiments were
photographed using a Beckman and Whitley framing camera.
Florence and Wlerzblcklll7.181 performed similar experi-
ments on ful I edge - clamped circular plates. In which
only the final deflection of the plate profl Ie was
measured. Duffey and Keyl19.201 also calibrated the
sheet explosive for experiments on fully edge clamped
circular plates. A high speed camera was used to measure
the displacement-time history and strain gauges were used
in some cases for strain measurements.
Jones ei a/ l211 describes experiments on end-clamped
wide beams and rectangular plates In which the Impulse
was measured directly using a ballistic pendulum.
Jones ei a/ l221 subsequently describes experiments on
fully clamped rectangular plates using the same techni-
ques. A significant result of this work was that It
appears that the type of attenuator, I.e. foam or neo-
prene. did not Influence the outcome of the test, except
that the Impulsive velocity varied depending on the atte-
nuator used. Further work by Jones and Baederl231
Investigated fully clamped rectangular plates of varying
length to breadth ratios. Symonds and Jonesl241 also
reported on fully clamped beams attached to a ballistic
pendulum. In the experiments described In Refsl21-241
only the final deformations were measured.
Bodner and Symondsl2S1, In Investigating the dynamic
plastic loading of frames using a ballistic pendulum.
measured the time-history response of the frame by using













columns on both sides. Bodner and Symonds[26] also
Investigated the response of fully clamped circular
plates. but this time measured the deflection-time
history by using a condenser microphone placed near the
centre of the plate.
The range of deflection-thickness ratios for
experiments using sheet explosive is 0,4-9.0,
for:clrcular plates and 0.2 - 10,0[21-23] for quadrang-
utaro plates which Is significantly smaller than those due
to underwater explosion tests. The deformed plates reach
their maximum deflection In approximately 150 - 200
#s[20.26]:also significantly less than those due to
underwater explosion tests.
Ghosh et al [27,28,29] used another method. described In
detal I by Ghosh and Travis [30], to subject a membrane to
an Impulsive load. This method made use of an Inertial
forming machine which is comprised of a spring loaded arm
which carries a pair of clamping rings holding the mem-
brane at Its end. The arm Is drawn back against the
resistance of the springs by a winch arrangement. After
release the arm accelerates the membrane and clamping
ring assembly to a maximum speed of 55 ms-'. and Is
brought to rest when the clamping ring strikes an anvl I
and separates from the arm following the failure of a set
of shear pins. The arrest of the clamping ring Is
fol lowed by the deformation of the membrane under Its own
Inertia. Strain gauges were used to measure the straln-
time histories. but at higher Initial velocities these
gauges spalled from the specimens. Deflection-thickness
ratios of up to 45 were measured.











TIIBLE 2.1- Resume and_ResuLts of Experimental Techniques of Impulslyely Loaded Plates
II CIRCULAR PLATES
01 ameter Specimen Plate Deflection Response




1962 [2] 150 Stainless Steel 0.9 35 - 54
Mild Steel 0.9 20 - 45
1 .2 16 - 36
1,6 17 - 24
Brass 0.9 31 - 48
2.0 15 - 23
TI tanlum 0.9 22 - 37
Aluminium 0.9 22 - 35
2.0 1 I - 20
Copper 0.9 27 - 48
2.0 16 - 24
I
Finnie -o
1962 [ 7 ] 140 Steel I ,2 47 I




Titanium and I .3 38 - 48
Alloys 3.2 9 - 18
6.2 4 - 9
Boyd
1966 [9] 200 Aluminium I .3 53
Bednarski
1969 [II] 200 MlldSteel 0.83 60 1700
Air Blast
Witmer. Balmer 610 Aluminium 3.2 16
Leach. Plaan AI loy 6.4
1963 [I2J 9.6 9
Inertial Forming Machine
Ghosh et al 120 Lead 0,61 44
1976 [27J




1966 [I7J 100 Aluminium 6.3 I .6 - 7
1970 [18] Mild Steel 6,3 0.4 - 4
Duffey & Key
1967 [ 19] 150 Aluminium I ,6 4 - 9
1968 [20J 3.2 I .5 - 1,7
Mild Steel I .6 3 - 4
Bodner & Symonds
1979 [26] 64 Titanium ~ ., 0.9 - 6~" '="
Mild Steel 1 r~ 0.5 - 7...












Dimensions Specimen P I ate Deflection Response
mm Type Thickness Thickness Time /IS
mm Ratio
Underwater Blast
Taylor 1830 x 1220 Steel 3. I 51
1942 (I] 4.4 6 - 25
5.9 - 6.4 12 - 35






Jones. Uran & Tekin
1970 (22] 129 x 76 Mi ld Steel 1.6 3.5 - 7.0
2.5 I - 4.5
4.4 0.3 - 1 .7
Aluminium 3. 1 1.8 - 3.5
4.8 0.8 - 2.4
6.2 0.2 - I . 4
Jones & Baeder 128 x 32 Mi Id Steel 2,7 0,3 - 1.2
1972 [23] Aluminium 2.7. 0.5 - 1 .2
128 x 64 Mild Steel 2.7 0.8 - 4
Aluminium 2.7 1.2 - 3
128 x 96 Mild Steel 2.7 0.7 - 7.5
Aluminium 2,7 2,0 - 4,5
128 x 128 Mi Id Steel 2.7 1.6 - 9,5
Aluminium 2.7 3.0 - 6.0
Nurick 113 x 70 Mild Steel 1.6 3 - 12












Of prime Importance when dealing with such complicated
experiments Is simplicity of the measuring device. Meth-
ods such as high speed photography require high precision
coordination between the film speed and the explosion.
At 12000 frames per sec. the event Is completed In two to
three frames. In addition there Is the Inherent danger
of damaging expensive equipment. Strain gauges appear to
be useful only for relatively low deflection-thickness
ratios. The condenser microphone measured only average
results over the central region of the plate.
In addition to measuring the deformation-time history.
measurement of the Impulse Is required. These Impulse
measurements have been obtained In several ways - either
by a separate series of explosive calibration tests 117-
20]. or from a knowledge of the explosive density of the
sheetI21-23] or as In Bodner and Symonds[26] where direct
Impulse measurements were made for each test. The deslr-
ability of this option Is worth emphasising. The Impulse
per unit mass of charge depends not only on the charge
mass. but on the geometry of the charge and the configur-
ation adjacent to the specimen. Duffey and Key[20] Indi-
cate that It may also depend on the specimen properties.
The experimental technique presented here makes use of a
light Interference method to measure the deflection-time
history while simultaneously measuring the Impulse dir-
ectly by means of a bal listie pendulum. Also measured
were the final mid-point deflection. the radial plate
thickness variation and the uniaxial yield properties of
the plate material. Each of these measurements Is
discussed In more detal I hereafter.
2.3 LIGHT INTERFERENCE EQUIPMENT FOR DEFLECTION MEASUREMENT
The concept of light Interference could be used In princ-
iple for measuring deflections of any magnitude and which
take place over any time range. for example 20#s to
several hours. However. the device to be described was















the centre of an impulsively loaded plate.
previous discussion, specifications for the
the device require that It should have the
I) record the deflection of a localised region of the
plate as opposed to the average deflection over a
larger area.
I i) record deflections up to 20 mm. being some 13 plate
thicknesses In this case.
I II) to record the peak deflections. occurring some 100-
200#s after detonation, and the final deflections
after a few ms.
Iv) operate on a ballistic pendulum behind the
specimen.
The basis of the Instrument Is a light sensitive cell. In
this case a silicon photovoltalc diode, which produces an
electrical output dependent on the light Intensity over
the cell, The characteristics of the diode are given In
Table 2.2
In Fig. 2.1 a side view schematic of the general layout
of the rig is shown. The specimen plate Is clamped bet-
ween two holding plates. A torque wrench was used to
ensure that equal torque on all nuts was maintained. The
II ght rays trave I para II e I and adjacent to the bottom
face of the specimen plate at the one extreme. and para-
I lei to the plate at the other extreme. Hence movement
of the plate through any part of this distance wll I
Interfere with the light rays.
Slots are cut Into the bottom holding plate Into which
the prisms are secured. The prisms are 3 mm wide and are
designed In such a way that the depth of the parallel
rays of light Is slightly greater than the anticipated
maximum deflection or the plate. The slot In the plate











TABLE 2.2 - Characterlstlos of the Photovoltalc Cell
Storage Temperature -50 to +100 • C
Reverse Voltage 1 V
RI se Time 4 /l.s
Temperature Coefficient of V, -2 mV/'C
Temperature Coefficient of 1, 0.1 %/'C
Photo Sensitive /lrea 7 mm'
( 3 . 4 mm x 2. 1 mm)
V, = open-circuit voltage







I DIOcDES &E9~~~: IRCUITRY
HOLDING PLATES
SLOT FOR PRISM















I) minimise the discontinuity created on the
supporting perimeter of the plate and
I I) measure the deflection at the centre of the
p I ate .
Since the photosensitive area of the diode Is small comp-
ared with the maximum deflection, many diodes are arrang-
ed side by side. This is achieved by gluelng them to a
perspex bar which Is mounted on a vibration resistant
rubber strip fixed to the frame.
The circuit diagram for the photovoltalc eel Is is shown
In Fig. 2.2. The light source Is a 24 volt d.c. 250 watt
light bulb powered remotely by a regulated power supply.
Since this bulb Is heat generating, the light source Is
cooled by means of a small fan. This Is only necessary
for experiments of longer than several minutes duration
where drift due to heat was measured at no more than
O,05y' per minute (or 3% per hour).
The holding plates stand on several steel legs which are
fixed to a base plate, as shown in Flg.2.3. The complete
apparatus Is then fixed to one end of the ballistic pend-
ulum and counter masses are secured to the other end. A
black hood, of heavy rubber and dark material. Is secured
around the apparatus In order that no external light,

































initial tests on circular plates to
reproduce and extend previous work In
order that a working knowledge of the
experimental systems are understood.
This involved 36 tests.
46 tests on rectangular plates
38 tests on square plates
20 ~ests on circular plates
The Series I experiments were performed In order that a
thorough understanding of the experimental method was
obtained. The plate specimens were cut from In-stock
cold rolled steel and were not annealed. Typical stress-
strain curves for this material are shown In Fig. 2.4.
No distinct yield stress can be Identified.
Subsequently Series II - IV experiments were performed.
again using cold rolled structural steel plate. In these
cases yield stresses were noted In the typical uniaxial
stress-strain curves, as seen in Figs. 2.5a and 2.5b.
The static yield stress was computed using the results of






The average static yield stresses for the two plates were
282 MPa and 296 MPa respectively.
In al I cases the steel was 1.6mm thick and after clamping
the dimensions of the plates were: circular 100 mm diame-


























FIGURE 2.4 UNIAXIAL STRESS STRAIN TENSILE TEST FOR SERIES I MATERIAL
STRAIN RATES 1. 1,3 X 10-4 5-1
2. 6,6 X 10-4 5-1






























3,3 x 10-' S-1
1 3 X 10- 3 s-',
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FIGURE 2.5b UNIAXIAL STRESS STRAIN TENSILE TEST FOR SERIES III MATERIAL
Strain Rates 1. 1,3 X 10-3 s-'
2. 6,7 X 10-' 5- '





















The choice of length/breadth(L/B) ratio of tho rectangu-
lar plate was based on the golden rectangle r u l e Ld l I which
requires that LIB = (L+Bl/L.
Hence In this case L = 1.618B. where L. B are the length
and breadth respectively.
Explosive Material.
The sheet explosive used in the experiments was Metabel
with an average thickness of 3.2 mm. a density of 1.47
g.cm-· and a detonation velocity of 6500-7500 ms-'.
The explosive in Its manufactured state was too thick to
allow a u n i f or m layer to be placed on the full area of
the plate. Further if the explosive was rolled to a
thickness of less than 3mm It would not detonate. Hence
Bodner[31J suggested that three conc ntric rings be made.
as shown In Fig. 2.6a. arranged in such a way that there
was on average a uniform distribution of explosive mass
over the specimen. Two concentric rings were also used.
as shown in Fig. 2.6b. This configuration was primarily
used to obtain smaller deflection thickness ratios than
the initial configuration. Deflection-thickness ratios
of 6.6 to 12.4 were obtained using three concentric
rings. while deflection thickness ratios of 3.9 to 12.1
were obtained using two concentric rings.
Hence in Series II IV experiments the Metabel was
arranged in two concentric annul i of the shape of the
plate. as shown In Figs. 2.6b. 2.6c. 2.6d. The rings
were Interconnected by cross leaders. which were in turn






In all cases the sheet explosive was placed on
polystyrene pad. of the dimenSions of the exposed
to attenuate the shock transmitted to the plate.

















FIGURE 2.6a CIRCULAR 3-RING
CONFI GURATI ON







































2.4.3 Sal listie Pendulum
The ba III st I c pendu I urn used to measure the Impu I se con-
sisted of a length of I-beam suspended by four strands of
spring steel wire from the concrete slab ceiling In the
blasting room. This room was approximately 2.5 m x 3.5 m
in floor area. The pendu I um was I eve II ed by means of
adjustable screws fitted at the attachment of the wires
to the pendulum. At the front end of the pendulum the
experimental rig was attached, while at the other end a
fixture was available on which balance masses could be
sited. This ensured that wires carry approximately equal
loads and assists the application of the Impulse through
the centroid of the pendulum. Also at the back end of
the pendulum was a pen to record the pendulum
oscillation.
A general layout of the pendulum Is shown in Fig. 2.7,
while Fig. 2.8 shows the pendulum motion.
The I inearlsed equation of motion of the pendulum,
assuming viscous damping, is
where
x + 2/3x + w,' x = 0 ( 2 . 1 )
c
fJ = 2M' w,
and C is the damping coefficient, M Is the total mass of
the pendulum, experimental rig, balance masses and
explosive, and T is the natural period of the pendulum
motion. The solution of e qn . (2.1) is given by
( -Ilt).ex,x = w,
sin w, t (2.2)
where X, Is the Initial velocity of the pendulum.
Let x, be the horizontal displacement at t = t
and -x,
3T















Hence !!..L = eMIlT•
X,
to give /l
2 £n!L.= 'f (2.3)X,
and X. 2;[ -"IlT. ( 2 . 4 )= T x, e
The impulse can now be calculated as
= Mx. (2.5)
The period T Is simply determined by measuring a number
of pendulum oscillations. The damping constant Is
calculated from equation (2.3) where x" X, are found
from pendulum oscillations In which the pendulum is held
away from the vertical and released. Table 2.3 gives the
constants for the pendulum used In these experiments.
The distance moved by the pendulum and that measured by
the pen are not the same and this must be accounted for.
Consider Fig. 2.8, In which the horizontal distance from
the end of the pendulum to the recording pen is given by
d , = (Zl - a,)M
while at peak osci Ilations the distance d, is
Md I = (Zl - (a + y) I )
For smal I angles
Rei
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x, = LlR + d, - d,
which becomes
x
x , = LlR + <Z' - a')" - [Z' - [a+x2~]']
and similarly
x, = LlL - d, + d,
X
LlL + <Z' - a')X - [z'-[a+x2~]']
<2.7)
<2.8)
where LlL. LlR. Z. a and R are measured and hence x,, x,
can be calculated
Table 2.3 - Details of Ballistic Pendulum
R 2563 mm Mass of I-beam 22.0 kg
Z 180.4 mm Mass of test rig 20.4 kg
a 139 mm Mass of Counter balance 24. 15 kg
T 3.20 sec
f3 0.0129 per se c. Typical pen stroke 40 - 135 mm
2.4.4 Calibration of Photo-diodes
During Series I the photodlodes were statically calIbra-
ted at three light Intensity settings for zero deflec-
t ro ns of 75 mY. 85mV. 100mV respectively. The calibra-
tion curves which are shown In Fig. 2.9. exhibit similar
trends. All experiments In Series I were performed with
the light Intensity set at the 85mV zero deflection set-
ting. This was chosen as It presented the best deflec-
tion range with minimal drift within the capabilities of
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A comparison of the predicted static calibration deflec-
tion and measured deflection by mechanical means Indica-
ted a reasonably close correlation for small deflections.
but for larger deflections the results show large errors.
However. a plot of measured deflection versus steady
state voltage change. as shown In Fig. 2.10. exhibits a
good linear least squares fit (r = 0.949). The band
width shown In Fig. 2.10 Indicates an oscilloscopo
variation of ± 1.6 mV. due to the chosen oscilloscope
voltage setting which gives a variation of ± 0.8 mV for
both the Initial and final readings. This bandwidth env-
elopes most of the data points. and hence Fig. 2.10 was
used as a dynamic calibration analysis. This Indicated
that although the rise time of the photodlodes was rated
at 4ps. these diodes are sensitive to rate of change. and
hence no further static calibration was attempted for
Series II to IV experiments.
Figs. 2.11 and 2.12 show Series III and IV results of
measured deflection versus steady state voltage change.
Again good least squares fits are exhibited with corre-
lations of r = 0.946 and r = 0.962 respectively. and
again most data points are within the ± 1.6 mV bandwidth.
In these two sets of experiments the same prisms were
used. which accounts for the gradients of the least
squares line being similar. The variation In the
y-Intercept of these two lines Is probably due to the
fact that the prisms were set at different distances from
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FIGURE 2.11 GRAPH OF MEASURED FINAL FIGURE 2.12
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2.4.5 Effect of Explosive Mass and Geometry
One of the reasons for developing the light Interference
measuring device was to be able to measure the
deflection-time history whi Ie simultaneously measuring




I I I )
a separate s e r I es of ca I i brat i on tests
the possible variation in the specified specific
impulse of the explosive.
the variation that might occur because of factors
such as var i able p I ate mater I a I. geometry and
boundary conditions.
AI I the above have been previously encountered. see for
example Florence (17], Duffey [19] and Bodner and Symonds
(26]. In which Dupont Datasheet explosive was used. even
though this type of explosive appeared to be of uniform
thickness and constant specific impulse. In the experi-
ments described In this thesis it is e v l d e n t a l l y more
important to overcome these factors because of the nature
of the Metabel explosive used and the fact that variable
plate geometries were investigated.
The next two paragraphs describe how the layout of the
explosive is related to the resulting Impulse and hence
the need to undertake experiments In this way.
Series experiments were performed with the explosive
cut into strips and laid out In concentric rings as shown
In Figs. 2.6a. 2.6b. The Impulse for different explosive
masses and configurations are shown in Fig. 2.13. For
equal masses of the same configuration. the results show
large variations of Impulse. e.g. for 7g of explosive
laid out in the two ring configuration, the resulting
impulse ranges from 9 Ns to 12 Ns. For simi l a r masses
but different conf I gu r a t Ions the resu I t I n g I mpu Ise va r I es
significantly, e.g. 8,6g of explosive results In impulses
ranging from 8,5 Ns to 10,4 Ns for the 3 ring































o 2-RING CONFIGURATION - LEAST SQUARES LINE, r = 0,933:Ns = 3,09 - 10,7
• 3-RING CONFIGURATION - LEAST SQUARES LINE, r = 0,857:Ns = 6,49 - 44,9













These variations are further Illustrated In Series II to
IV experiments. as shown In Figs. 2.14. 2.15. 2.16.2.17.
Although the correlations between Impulse and mass of ex-
plosive according to the least squares lines are good. It
Is noted that variations. In some cases. are significant-
ly large. Further there may be some statistical eVidence
that Figs. 2.14. 2.15. and 2.16 are similar but Fig. 2.17
shows the variations as a function of plate geometry.
In all cases It was observed that the explosive would not
fire for a total mass of less than 5.5 g. This Is simply




In the Series I experiments 36 tests were conducted over
a period of 6 consecutive work days. of which 22 tests
were complete In the following respects.
I ) the explosive detonated correctly.
I I ) the peak time was recorded
I I I ) the peak voltage was recorded
I v ) the fu I I time history was recorded.
Of the remaining fourteen tests, the following problems
occurred:
I) In one test. the oscl I loscope triggered before the
explosion.
II) In four tests the explosive did not detonate
I II) In five tests light from the explosion penetrated
the black hood and Interfered with the readings.
Iv) In one test the bulb sheared at Its base


































































FIGURE 2.14 GRAPH OF IMPULSE VS MASS OF
EXPLOSIVE FOR SERIES IV
TESTS
FIGURE 2.15 GRAPH OF IMPULSE VS MASS






























5 6 7 8 9 10
MASS (g)
A EXPERIMENTAL DATA
---- L.S.L. r = 0,94:Ns = 2,41g-6,1
7,0 7,5 8,5 9,0
MASS (9)
c - Circular, S - Square,
R - Rectangular
9,5
FIGURE 2.16 GRAPH OF.IMPULSE VS MASS FIGURE 2.17
OF EXPLOSIVE FOR SERIES
II TESTS
(Note: L.S.L. is least squares line)
GRAPH SHOWING IMPULSE AS
A FUNCTION OF PLATE SHAPE











Problem cases (I) to ( t v ) are understood and easily
rectified, and the light interference technique sti I I
recorded a reading. It was thus considered that the
measuring device exhibited good rei iabi Iity and hence
could be used for further experiments.
During Series II to IV experiments, a further




i) I ight interference due to holes In the black hood.
This did not always nullify the result as the
initial part of the reading was complete and only
the steady state part destroyed, as shown In Fig.
2. 18.
i I) on several occasions the light bulb sheared at Its
base, which also did not appear to affect the
resu Its. Th I s destruct I on was part i cu I a r I y not I ce-
able at the higher impulse values.
l ) the prism mater ial was subjected to "clouding", due
to the Impulse. This reduced the transparent char-
acter i st I c s of the p r- isms, but thi s does not appear
to have affected the results - the deflection time
















the Light Interference Equipment
Interference equipment developed for these
exhibits characteristics Indicating the
reitability and cost-effectiveness of the
i) The deflection-time history at a defined sector of
a structure can be measured. The shape of these
curves are In agreement with other measurements.
Bodner[261. Duffey[191. as are the times to reach
the Initial peak deflections.
II) The device shows a high degree of repeatability as
illustrated In Figs. 2.11 and 2.12.
I I I ) The
by
( a )
cost effectiveness of the device Is Illustrated
The sma II cap I ta I cost. Mater I a I costs are
less than US $100 and manufacturing time Is
estimated at about 40 man hours.
(b) The advantage of avoiding the necessity of a
separate series of calibration tests.
2.5.3 Test Readings
2.5.3.1 Deflection-Time Recording
Figs. 2.19 shows typical deflection-time history resp-
onses for the central deflection of the plates of diff-
erent geometries. The response was recorded for a
period of 14 ms. and the first 2 ms of each reading Is
shown expanded In order that the Initial response can
be more closely Investigated. The Information extract-
ed from such a recording Is the time to reach the Ini-
tial peak. the change In voltage for the Initial peak
and the change In voltage for the final deflection.













The movement of the pendulum was measured and the
Impulse determined as described In section 2.3.3
2.5.3.3 Measured Deflection
The final mid-point deflection was measured using two
methods. firstly by means of a vernier and secondly by
means of a reflex metrograph. The latter technique
al lows full field displacement measurements and results
In contour plots of the deformed plates as shown In
Fig. 2.20 Four hundred points on each plate were
digitised. Interpolated and hence plotted.
2.5.3.4 Plate Thickness Measurement
The thickness of the deformed plate was measured by
means of a vernier. These measurements took place
approximately along specified contours. and the average
along one contour was determined.
2.5.3.5 Test Results of Uniaxial Yield Tests
These are shown In Figs. 2.4 and 2.5
2.5.3.6 Tables of Test Data
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FIGURE 2.19a-3 RECTANGULAR PLATE: TEST NO. 2801851
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( /1 s )
1006851 6 . 1 9.0 10.62 6.64
2 6. I 9.5 10.90 6.81 145
3 6. 1 5.6 6. 14 3.84 140
4 6.4 10.0 11 .96 7.48 155
5 6.4 9.9 12.08 7,55 165
1106851 6.7 10 . 8 12.26 7.66 150
2 6.7 10.6 12.20 7.63 145
3 7.0 10,8 12,80 8.00 140
4 7.0 11 .5 13.62 8,51 155
5 7.3 11 .7 13.22 8.26 180
6 7.3 11 . 4 14.00 8.75 185
1306851 7,6 12.6 14.90 9.31 165
2 7.6 12.4 14,60 9.31 150
3 7,9 12,') 15,28 9.55 155
4 7.9 12 . 8 16,08 10.05 150
5 8,2 13,6 16,30 10, 19 185
6 8.2 13.4 16,38 10,24 150
1706851 8,5 14 , 1 17,70 1 1.06 170
2 8.5 13,8 17,06 10.66 160
1906851 8.8 14.7 18,56 1 1.60 150












TABLE 2.5 Test Data for Square PI etas
Test No. Explosive Impulse Measured Deflection Peak
Mass ( g ) (Ns) Mid-Point Th Ickness Time
Deflection Ratio ( J1 s )
(mm)
1704851 6.0 9.5 10.46 6.54 145
2 6.5 II. 2 I 1 .58 7.24 160
3 7.0 12. I 12.54 7.84 160
4 6.0 8.7 I 9.44 5.90 140
2204851 6.5 11.2 12.78 7.99 160
2 7.0 11.4 12.78 7.99 160
3 7.0 11.4 13. 10 8.19 170
4 7.5 12.8 13.98 8.74 170
5 8.0 13.4 14.44 9.03 160
6 8.5 13.8 15.66 9.79 175
2304851 9.0 15.3 17.78 I 1 . I I 165
2 9.5 16.6 19. 14 11 .96
3 9.0 16.0 17.96 II .23 175
4 10.0 17.5 19.86 12 .41 155
2404951 8.5 15.3 17.40 10.88 150
2504851 8.0 14.0 15. 18 9.49
2 7.5 12.9 14. 10 B.81
3 7.0 12.2 12.76 7.98 150
4 8.0 13.9 15.50 9.69 155
5 6.5 10.5 I i . 14 6.96 105
2904851 6.0 9.6 9.62 6.01 150
2 6.0 9.4 9.84 6.15 100
3 6.5 10.3 I I . 72 7.33 135
4 6.0 9.3 9.92 6.20
5 7.0 1 I .2 13. 10 8.19 155
6 6.0 9. 1 10.40 6.50
0605851 6.0 9.5 10.62 6.64 145
2 6.0 9.7 10.62 6.64 150
3 6.5 10.4 12. 12 7.58 150
4 7.0 I I .7 13.00 8.13 145
5 7.5 13. I 14.32 8.95 135
6 8.0 I 4 • I 15.70 9.81 160
7 8.5 14.9 16.94 10.59 165
0705851 8.75 15.3 16.72 10.45 145
2 8.75 14.7 16.36 10.23 160
3 8.75 15.0 17.09 10.68
4 9.0 15.3 17.34 10.84 150
5 9.5 16. I 17.86 I I . 16 150
0805851 10.0 16.9 20.00 12.50 150












TABLE 2.6 Test Data for Rectangular Plates
Test No. Explosive Impulse Measured Deflection Peak
Mass ( g ) (Ns) Mid-Point Thickness Time
Deflection Ratio (/1s)
( mm )
0801851 5.5 5.2 4.68 2.93
2 6.0 9. I 7.58 4.74
0901851 6.5 7 . I 6.38 3.99
2 6.5 5.8 5.30 3.31 175
1501851 6.0 7.4 7.56 4.73
2 6.0 6. I 7.26 4.54
1601851 6.5 8.8 9.04 5.65
2 6.5 9.6 9.86 6. 16 205
1701851 7.0 11,6 12.02 7.51 155
2201851 7.0 I I .2 1 I .88 7.43
2 7.5 12.2 13.40 8.38
3 7.5 12.2 12.68 7.93
2301851 6.0 8.8 9. 12 5.70
2 6.0 9.5 9.98 6.24
3 6.0 7.8 9.48 5.93
4 7.75 13. I 13.88 8.68 155
2501851 7.75 12.8 13.62 8.51 130
2 8.0 13.6 14.50 9.06 145
3 8.0 13.4 14.60 9. 13 160
4 8.25 14. I 14.88 9.30
5 8.25 13.7 14.82 9.26
2801851 8.25 13.8 14.26 8.91 145
2 8.25 13.6 14.52 9.08 145
2901851 8.50 14.5 14.86 9.29 150
2 8.50 14.5 15.30 9.56 150
3 8.75 14.9 15.84 9.90 175
4 9.00 15.3 16.72 10.45
0102851 9.25 15.7 16.72 10.45 160
2 9.50 16.7 17.88 1 I . 16 145
3 9.75 17.4 18.24 11.40 115
0402851 8.75 15.2 16.58 10.36
2 5.5 8.3 8.40 5.25 120
3 5.5 8.4 8.82 5.51
4 5.75 9.1 9.84 6. 15
5 5.75 7.8 9.42 5.89
0502851 6.25 10.5 10.76 6.73
2 6.25 9.2 10.36 6.48
3 6.75 11,6 I I .98 7.49 145
4 6.75 11,3 12.00 7.50
5 7.00 1\,6 12.58 7.86
0702851 7.50 I\,4 12. 12 7.58
2 6.50 10.8 11 .02 6.89
3 6.50 10.98 6.86
4 9.0 16.0 16.60 10.88
5 16.3 17.86 1 I . I 6













CHAPTER 3 - THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
3.1 INTRODUCTION
Jonesl32J reports that It was during World War II that
Taylorlil. Hudsonl33l. Richardson and Kirkwoodl34l were
the first to conduct theoretical studies Into the Infl-
uence of dynamic loads on the behaviour of thin disks
or circular plates. These authors based their pro-
posals on bending action only. Frederlckl35l. a few
years later. also proposed a mechanism of behaviour
somewhat similar to that of Hudsonl33l. while Griffith
and Vanzantl36l recorded dynamic load carrying capaci-
ties significantly greater than the corresponding
static values. These results. at higher loading rates.
illustrated that elements of the plates tended to move
In a transverse sense resulting In smaller circumferen-
tial strains than those from static tests. Hopkins and
Pragerl37l studied In particular the dynamic behaviour
of simply supported circular plate subjected to a rect-
angular pulse. The plate was idealised as a rigid.
perfectly plastic material. which Is assumed to obey
the Tresca yield condition and associated flow rate.
Membrane forces were disregarded. Making the same
assumptions and using a similar but more complicated
mechanism of behaviour. Florencel38l solved the problem
of a circular clamped plate loaded with a central
rectangular pulse. Wang and Hopklnsl391 studied the
behaviour of a circular plate with a transverse velo-
city Imparted instantaneously to the entire plate.
Wangl40l found that the analysis simplifies consider-
ably when the plate Is simply supported around Its
outer edge. Florencell7l subjected some simply
supported circular plates to uniformly distributed
Impulses and found. particularly for large Impulses.
that the theoretical analysis of Wangl40l overestimated
considerably the final deformed shapes. This discre-
pancy arises because of the nature of the assumptions
Involved In the development of Wang's analysis which












Perzyna1411 examined the Influence of pulses of arbitr-
ary shape by developing further the theory of Hopkins
and Prager(371 to show that for a given Impulse. the
character of the pressure-time function has little
Influence on the final shape of the plate. However.
Jones1321 reports that work by Sankaranarayanan1421
showed that the pulse shape influenced considerablY the
final deformation of plastic spherical caps to impact
pressure loads. and work by Symondsl431 found somewhat
less sensitivity to the pulse shape In beams.
Hopklns1441 developed a more general theory for plates
loaded transversely with nonsymmetrlcal loads but dis-
regarded any membrane forces and solved no particular
problems.
Shapiro1451. who was the first to examine the dynamic
behaviour of annular plates, studied the problem of a
circular plate supported rigidly around an inner radius
and loaded with a circular ring of Impulsive velocity
around Its outer edge. Florence1461 reviewed this
problem In order to assess the relative contributions
of membrane forces and bending moments to the formation
of the final deformed shape. It was found that a solu-
tion which considered Interaction between the circum-
ferential membrane force and circumferential bending
moment was closer to the experimental values than the
solutions for bending moment only and membrane force
only. both of which overestimated considerably the
final deformations. Witmer e t a/[12] developed a
numerical method, the predictions of which compared
favourably with experimental values recorded for large
dynamic deformations of beams, rings, plates and
shells.
Boydl47] reconsidered the problem of dynamic deforma-











equations numerically for a general form of symmetrical
pressure loading. Although any contributions arising
from bending moments were neglected, this method
predicted results simi lar to the corresponding values
of Witmer ot a/ [12J. Boyd[47J, and Frederick[35J
investigated the deformations of membranes made from a
strain hardening material and discovered that a slmpl i-
fled rigid perfectly plastic analysis provides a remar-
kablY accurate approximation to the true behaviour.
Mundy and Newltt[48J examined carefully the dynamic
behaviour of clamped copper membranes, and also pre-
sented some photographs taken from a high-speed cine
film recorded during the passage of a hinge which
formed around the outer edge of a plate at the first
Instant of Impact and travel led Inward toward the
centre, where It remained untl I the plate came to rest.
For an impulsive loading, Mundy and Newltt observed
that the final deformed shapes are almost Identical for
al I plates Irrespective of thickness, diameter and
load.
The method of Martin and Symonds[49J, used to predict
maximum deflections and time bounds for rigid-plastic
plates loaded Impulsively, compares well with the time
bounds of Wang and Hopkins[39,40J, but the deflections
are overestimated by one third for the simply supported
case and somewhat less for the plate with clamped
edges. These results are obtained from a few lines of
arithmetic. whereas the solution of Wang and Hopklns(39J











Cooper and Shlfrln[50J and Haythornthwalte and Onat[5lJ
measured the static load-carrying capacity of Initially
flat circular plates, and observed that the bending
only solution of Hopkins and PragorL52J undorestlmatos
considerably the load which could be supported If defl-
ections of the order of the plate thickness or larger
are permitted, In order to explain the strengthening
effect under static loads Onat and Haythornthwalte[53J
considered both bending moments and membrane forces in
an analysis which reduces to the bending only theory of
Hopkins and Prager[52J at very smal I deflections and to
the behaviour as a membrane at large deflections.
It is clear from the foregoing that much effort had
been concentrated on the dynamic deformation of plates
in which either membrane forces [I, 33-35, 47J or
bending moments [37-41, 44,451 alone were bolieved to
be important. Moreover, with the exception of the
numerical work of Witmer ot a/ [12J and the analysis by
Florence[46J for an annular plate, investigations had
not been conducted into the Interaction effects between
membrane forces and bending moments, whl Ie for static
loading the behaviour during al I stages was fairly wei I
understood[53J.
Jones[32J therefore attempted to I ink the two distinct
stages of plastic strain and describe the behaviour of
plates dynamically loaded with deflections in the range
where both bending moments and membrane forces are
Important. The analysis presented by Jones[32J
predicts with reasonable accuracy the final deform-
ations recorded by Florence[l7J on a simply supported
circular plate subjected to a uniform impulse.
Noble and Oxley [54J and Batra and Dubey[55J also
extended the bending effects only concepts by adding
membrane effects to the bending effects. Llppman[56J
and Ghosh and Weber[27J then considered the membrane
stretching action whi Ie assuming a deformed shape which











Guedes Soares[571 showed that the solution of problems
of dynamic response of structures to Intense loading Is
rather complicated when parts of It enter the plastic
range. In the cases where the plastic strains assoc-
Iated with the response are large. the elastic strains
can be neglected without significant loss In accuracy.
This rigid-plastic Idealisation of material behaviour
Is a useful simplification that has allowed some of
these problems to become tractable.
Within this theory several exact solutions have been
obtained, for example Lee and Symonds[58I and Hopkins
and Pr a s e r Lfiz L, However, even with this Idealization
problems were often difficult to solve and consequently
some approximate methods were developed. These were
Initiated by the bounding th orems of Martln[59I and
the mode approximation solutions Introduced by Martin
and Symonds[49I.
The approximation methods were developed for the case
of small deflections. but when considering the effects
of Intense loading, the non-Ilnearltles due to large
deflections need be taken Into account. In these cases
an exact solution Is often out of the question and even
approximate ones are sometimes difficult. Symonds and
Chon[60-62J proposed an extension of the "original mode
approximation solutions so as to account for finite
deflections, but In doing so they had to resort to a
series of Instantaneous mode shapes throughout the re-
sponse, which Implied the use of numerical methods. As
a consequence. the simplicity and the analytical
character of the mode solutions was lost. When apply-
Ing the same procedure to the case of a beam Guedes
Soares [57J noticed that the shape of the modes was not
changing significantly during the response. The same
could be observed In the results of Chon and Symonds[62J
on a circular plate. Guedes Soares[57J then Indicated











reasonable approximation with an unquestionable
simplification of the analysis. Guedes Soares[57J
believes that when exact solutions cannot be obtained.
the approximate methods which are developed should be a
compromise between the difficulty of treatment and the
accuracy of results. Therefore Guedes Soares[57J
proposed a procedure to study the behaviour of a
circular rigid-plastic plate under impulsive loading.
and showed how the mode approximation technique is
extended to thfa case of finite deflections. retaining
its original simplicity. The solution is obtained
using the methodology developed by Jones[63J which had
already been applied to beams, non-axisymmetric plates
and shells of revolution.
The approach by Guedes Soares[57J consists in maintain-
Ing the basic procedure used in the small deflection
range as proposed by Martin and Symonds[49J. Therefore
the permanent mode shape appropriate for the Infinites-
Imal def lection case is maintained on the large deflec-
tion range. This is very simi lar to what was done by
Jones[63J. Wierzblcki[64J, and Ka l I s zk y Lofi l who adopted
one collapse mechanism for the whole structure response
While the method of Jones[63J Includes both bending and
membrane effects, Symonds and Wierzbicki[66J consider
only the membrane behaviour. They followed the same
idea of estimating the response with a permanent mode
shape. However, Instead of choosing the shape of the
initial phases of motion they chose the shape approp-
riate to the stage where only membrane effects exist.
Therefore they obtained a mode shape In terms of Bessel
functions as did Jones[32J for the second phase of his
sol uti on .
Florence[46J also used a membrane solution which gave
worse results than his I imited Interaction approxima-
tion. In this case he used an approximate linear











As Symonds and Wlerzblckl[661 do not account for bend-
Ing, their predictions underestimate the final deflec-
tion for small deflections, but Improve for larger
deflections when the energy dissipated In membrane
effects becomes more Important. Symonds & Wierzbicki
predicted results for various types of loads supported
by the experimental results of Bodner and Symonds[261.
Guedes Soares[571 used his predictions for both simply
supported and fully clamped circular plates in which
the choice of the mode shape resulted In different
final predictions.
Perrone and Bhadra[671 presented a simplified method to
account for plastic rate sensitivity with large deform-
ations In which they considered a one dimensional
string type problem. Building on this result they
further presented [661 the procedure as applied to
Impulsively loaded, vlscoplastlc circular membranes.
The procedure required a knowledge of the Initial
Impulse velocity from which an energy balance between
the Initial kinetic energy and work done by plastic
stretching of the system could be effected to give the
final deformation. Circumferential strains were consi-
dered negligible and membrane effects were presumed to
dominate over bending; In effect bending was Ignored.
These predictions were compared with the experiments of
Bodner and Symonds [261 and exhibited good correla-
tions. These predicted results were comparable to
those of Symonds and Wlerzblckl[661 who used a differ-
ent simplifying procedure. Perrone and Bhadra[681
further state that essentially the same procedure
should be applicable for any shape, for example a
rectangular plate with the shape function being a
product of sinusoidal functions In each of the
coordinate directions multiplied by the amplitude
parameter.











approximate methods using energy solutions In which
they equated the strain energy stored In a plastically
deformed member, with an assumed deformed shape, to the
kinetic energy Imparted to the structure. This Is an
extension of the work of Greenspan who Westlne and
Baker report equated the strain energy to the energy
flux In the explosive blast wave. This procedure of
Westlne and Baker[69, 701 is shown to be applicable to
circular and rectangular plates and Is compared with
experimental results of Florence[171 and Jones et
a/ [221 for deflection thickness ratios of up to 7. The
assumed deformed shape Is sinusoidal in both coordinate
directions.
Duffey[19J used a simplified energy method for rlgld-
plastic material behaviour and equated the strain
energy to the Initial kinetic energy Imparted to the
olrcular plate. Several deformed shape profiles were
assumed, Including sinusoidal and various polynomial
forms to find the best fit to the experimental results.
Calladlne[711 and Johnson[721 also considered simple
energy concepts with an assumed deformed shape profile.
In Table A.I a resume of the approximate methods Is
given
3.2 MODE APPROXIMATION
Mode approximations have been appl led to Impulsively
loaded thin plates In which bending Is Ignored by
several authors (see previous section), all who assumed
a fixed mode shape. The model adopted here differs
primarily In that the mode shape Is computed at each
time step, and a further difference occurs In that In
addition to considering transverse displacements only,












Major assumptions in the analysis include
I) Membrane stresses predominate.
Ii) Bending effects are Ignored.
iii ) Material behaviour is rigid v t s c op l a s t t c ,
described by the relation between dynamic yield
stress a and strain rate E in the form
ala, + (E/E,)'''. ( 3 . I )
Iv) The shapes of the displacement field and the
velocity field are the same.
v) Whereas previous predictions have assumed that
material points on a plate move perpendicular to
the Initial plane of the plate. here we follow
the hypothesis of Gamby and Lampl[73J who selec-
ted a displacement field in which the trajectory
of every point on the surface remains normal to
the p I ate surface.
Previous predictions for a circular plate give
u ~ u t r i t )
v v t r i t ) o
u
v
u t r c t )
v( r • t ) o
(3.2a)
(3.2b)
where u.v are transverse and lateral displacement
and u.v are transverse and lateral velocity re-
spectively.
vi) The impulse is at time t~O and external loads are
zero for t>O.
I at t 0











The analysis described In the fol lowing section is sim-
Ilar In concept but different In application to that of
Perrone and Bhadral681. Whereas these authors assumed
a fixed mode shape. the analysis presented here updates
the mode shape at each time step.
3.3 MEMBRANE ANALYSIS
In structural elements. such as beams and plates. bend-
Ing resistance will develop along with membrane forces
when the deflection Is much less than the thickness of
the element. However. as the deflection Increases.
stresses due to stretching of the middle plane will
dominate over bending stresses. and at this stage the
behaviour of. for example. a beam Is comparable to that
of a plastic string. Perrone and Bhadral681 presented
this concept with a simpl lumped mass at the mid-
point. In their analysis the acceleration Is the
second differential of displacement resulting In a
first-order nonlinear differential equation which Is
solved by numerical Integration.
In this study the string concept forms the basis of the
proposed model. as described In the next section
(3.3.1). This concept Is extended and applied to
plates as described in section 3.3.2.
3.3.1 Plastic String Analysis
The string Is sub-divided Into several sections with
associated lumped masses as shown in Fig. 3.1. and the
acceleration Is assumed to be a linear function of the
velocity.
The model proposed Included both transverse and lateral
deflections adopted from the hypothesis of Gamby and
Lampl1731 who. In considering a bulge test. selected a
displacement field In which the trajectory of every
point on the surface remains normal to the plate sur-












Fig. 3.2 shows the transverse and radial displacements
of the nodes and the associated forces.
From Fig. 3.2.b. It Is evident that
x
£j (Lit + (UI - Ui.t)')
Ji
= «Ui - UI")' + <L + VI., - VI )')
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FIGURE 3.2a MODEL SHOWING TRANSVERSE AND LATERAL FORCES
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and hence the stra In rale Is
(3.4 )
Fig 3.3 shows the mollon of the I" node. where 2 bisects
the angle between the tangents to the deformed shape on
either side of the node. giving
a = 'HO; +' - OJ)
where OJ. 01+' are the tangents to the horizontal on
either side of the node.
Hence the vert I ca I component of z Is u ee z cos (a + OJ)
lao= z cos I




where z = (u' + v')~
and [
Oi



















) I- Uj .. , +
llj - U i + 1 (3.6a)
(3.6b)
and using the identities
X





6 U- cosA] __s_111-6_tan ~2 + cosA I + cosA
tan (A+B) = tan A + tan B












c o s z ' )2
The deformed geometry of the string Is now defined by a
mode shape ~,whlch varies with space and time. The
transverse displacement Is written as
Uj (r.t> = ~; (r.t> u, (t> (3.8)
where (r,t) are the coordinates of space and time and
u,(t) is the central displacement, depending only on
time. It Is then further assumed that the transverse
velocity and acceleration fields at time t can be written
as
Ui = ¢ i lie (3.9)
where u, and u, are the transverse velocity and accelera-
tion at the mid-point. This assumption implies that
equation (3.8) can be differentiated at time t without











with time - this is referred to as an instantaneous or
stationary mode assumption. rrom equation (3.9) It is
evident therefore that at time t
(3.10)
where). is a scalar multiplier.
Extending the assumption that at any time t the shapes of
the displacement field. the velocity field and the
acceleration field are the same, then
ii, -).v, (3.11)





= (iI: + u:)X and acts perpendicular to material
To obtain a solution to the problem. it is assumed that.
at any time t . u , (t) and U. Ct ) are known and ¢ must be
determined. The slope e is determined by ¢, and
v depends on U. and ¢.
Where ¢ at the i" node is def i n e d as
<3.13)













2F t sin 8,
Is solved
-61-
by writing dynamic equations. At
(3.15)
and at any other node
(3.16)
•
where F Is the force and can be written as
F
where
a x cross-sectional area of the string (3.17)
a I s the stress,
e I s the I nc I I nat I on of the force to the hor Izonta I.
}, Is the scalar multiplier,
m,. m, are the lumped masses at the centre and nodes
respectively,
and for unit width of a rectangular string
F a x h (3.18)
where h Is the thickness.
The stress a is obtained
constitutive equation
a/a, = 1 + (E/E, }'"
from the rigid-vlscoplastic
The right hand terms of e qn s (3.15},(3,16) represent the











The dynamic equations are then written as
(3.19)
(3.20)
Substituting eqns. (3.4).(3.51.(3.6).(3.7) and (3. (4)
into eqns (3.19) and (3.20). provides Ckr l ) equations for
the multiplier A and the model coefficients ¢,. ¢ •.
. . . . .. ¢,.
3.3.2 Application to Plates
In order to apply this procedure to plates. the plates
were dlscretlsed by assuming contours along which ¢ Is
constant. as shown diagrammatically In Figures 3.4.3.5
and 3.6. At the centre of the plate ¢.~1. and the
contour levels are labelled from the centre as ¢,. ¢,.
¢,. For the circular plate the contours are
circular. as is dictated by axial symmetry. Similarly
for the square plates, symmetry dictates square contours.
For the rectangular plates. the contours have been formed
by drawing I ines at 45' to the cl a mp e d edges from the
corners. These contours are approximately in accord with
the contours found experimentally as shown In Figure
2.20.
The mode shape ¢ Is assumed to vary linearly with dis-
tance between contour levels. so that between contour ¢,
and ¢'.' the mode shape is that of a frustum of a cone
for the circular plate and the frustum of a pyramid for
the quadrangular plates. Intermediate contours are also
drawn e qu i d I stant between ¢, • ¢, ... ¢, wh I ch are I abe II ed











The mass mi of the plate lYing between contours ~i and
16i •• Is lumped at contour 16j. with the lumped mass m, at
the centre of the plate being the mass contained within
the contour 16.. It Is now possible to write (1+1)
dynamic equations for the lumped masses; the I" contour
or node Is shown diagrammatically In Figure 3.7. The
force Ami ~i u, I s the Intert la force a r Ising from the
deceleration of the node and It must be In equilibrium
wi th the forces Fi and Fi., , where Fr . FI" are the
vertical components of the membrane stress Integrated
a I ong the contour ii, 16i. I
Along the contour ~, •• , the membrane stresses are assumed
to be perpendicular to the contour. The strain component
perpendicular to the contour Is
u, '
=
- Vi)' - L' (3.21)
2L'
and the strain rate Is then taken as
+(L+Vi.t
L'
- Vj )(".+1 - Vi) (3.22)
with the assumpt I on that 16,,, and 16, are f I xed at time t
In the differentiation of eqn. (3.21). The stress compo-
nent I n the p I ate norma I to the contour II ne ¢,.\ I s then
computed from the relation between dynamic yield stress
and strain rate (see eqn. (3.1», In the following form
o i + t 0, ] '" ] (3.23)
where 0, Is the static yield


















The I n-p I ane force per un I t I e n g Lh Is bo .. ,. wbere his
the plate thickness. and the Incl ination of the force to
the bor I zonta I Is B,., where
Tan B,.,
L. + VI i 1 - VI
(3.24)
It tben fo II ows that
l> .. , sin 0 .. , dP
PI" t
(3.25)
where P,., is the length (or p e r l me t e r ) of the contour




+ F , ., . ~ 1. 2 ... n (3.27>
These equations
A.2.
are shown In enlarged form in Appendix
The I nit i a I conditions as a whole are u , (e)~O and
Uc(O)=U O O + The Initial central velocity is computed f r o m
the Initial total Impulse I. which Is assumed to impart a
















mode velocity U I) 0 I s then obtained from a





¢, '] ] (3.29)
where ¢, Is the Initial mode shape. This l n i t l a l mode
shape cannot In fact be computed s i n c e e qn s , (3.24. 3.25)
are singular for u,=O. For this reason ¢, was taken to
vary linearly, Implying a conical or pyramidal Initial
mode shape. Further for the first time step t,. the
stiffness of the plate was assumed to be zero:
~
iI,(t ,) = iI,(O) = u"
hence
(3.30)
The Iterative solution then began on the second time
step. At any t I me tit Is then assumed that u.
are known and eqns. (3.26. 3.27) provide n+l equations
for the multiplier). and the modal c o e f Lt c i e n t s ¢,. ¢.
..... ¢, . The equations are highly non-linear and are
solved using a Newton -Raphson technique. The motion I s
integrated forward In time using an implicit constant
average acceleration algorithm. written as
• t + il tu,
t + L1 tu,
ii,




, + Llt [ U, , + ii, t ... L1 t
2
(3.31)
A second outer iteration
(3.32)
is used to solve these equations
as shown In the flow chart Fig.3.B. At the beginning of
a time step. u,,,Ll,=u,' and the value of), is taken from
the last Iteration of the previous time step. Equations
(3.31) are used to obtain corrected values of u, .. Ll, and
then A is recomputed from the Newton-Raphson solution of
(3.26.3.27). This Iterative procedure continues unti a
prespeclfied tolerance is met In order to continue to the











at time t , whore u.(t,)~O. If in a particular timo step
tho predicted velocity at the end of the step was nega-
tive. this step was taken as the final step and the u,
was assumed to vary linearly with time over this final
step.
Solutions were found for a range of impulses for each of
the plate geometries. using n=4. ( t e ¢.). Using an
initial time step of 5~s and subsequent time steps of 5~s
the final time was approximately 100~s. so t h at in all
about 20 time steps were used, Convergance of the algor-
ithm was rapid. and an increase in the number of nodes or
the number of time steps did not significantly change the
solution.
Computationally the algorithm is considered efficient.
The computations were executed in about 10-20 seconds on












FIGURE 3.4 DISCRETISATION OF CIRCULAR PLATES
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FIGURE 3.5 DISCRETISATION OF SQUARE P~ATES
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Solve for A. ¢.
"
u. ~ A. U.
-e- T~ ~ set t
Known at this point..
u•• Ut • u.
I
Set I ~ 1
"t=Llt ..u, = u'
.t+Llt Llt " "t+Llt
U I + , ~ u' + (u' + u , )2
t+Llt u' Llt (u' . t+Llt)U I .. 1 ~ + 2 + u,
I
Assume t+Llt ¢'¢ I .. 1 =
Set J ~ I
t+Llt t+Llt [J- , ] IF(,¢,., ) )J .. 1 ~ I + , = J ¢ I .. t =
Convergence Check
J ~ J + 1
I




U I .. 1
I = i + I
.t+Llt


















To assess the accuracy of the mode method presented In
the previous chapter. the predictions are compared with
the experimental results presented In Chapter 2. This Is
shown In Figures 4.1. 4.2 and 4.3. where the deflectlon-
thickness ratio Is plotted against impulse for circular.
square and rectangular plates respectively. Also shown
on these graphs are the predictions presented by other
authors.
The range of experimental readings presented here Is sig-
nificantly larger than previously presented. The maxi-
mum deflection-thickness ratio Is greater by a factor of
almost two. Most previous predictions were compared with
previous experiments and these results were In the range
of up to approximately six to seven plate thicknesses for
circular plates and eight to nine plate thicknesses for
quadrangular plates. Most of these predictions compared
favourably with the experiments. (see for example Guedes
Soares[57J. Symonds and Bodner[26J. Duffey[20J.
However. at larger deflectlon- thickness ratios. these
predictions show tendencies to highly over estimate or
under estimate the deflections. Several reasons could be
attributed to this variance - the most likely being that
the assumed deformed shape was constant throughout the
motion. and that transverse deflections only were
considered.
However. I tis observed In Fi gures 4.1. 4.2 and 4.3 that
by Including lateral displacements Into the model descri-
bed In Chapter 3. the predicted transverse central dis-
placement Is marginally larger than the prediction with-
out the lateral displacements. This may be attributed to
the fact that by Introducing the assumption that the dis-
placement. velocity and acceleration fields act at al I
times perpendicular to the plate surface. the model











However. predicted results from both models proposed In
this thesis compare favourably with the experimental
results.
A dimensionless plot shown In Fig. 4.4 shows quite
clearly that for plates of equal area and thickness sub-
Jected to equal total Impulses the midpoint deflection of
the circular plate exceeds that of the square plate.
which in turn exceeds that of the rectangular plate.
The model as proposed In this thesis can also be used to
predict the lateral strain distribution. This has
hitherto not been possible. Previous attempts to predict
these strain distributions. have shown a distribution
which Is Inverted. Ie the strain Is smal I at the centre
and large at the outer sections which Is In disagreement
with the experimental evidence. Figs. 4.5. 4.6 and 4.7
show the trend of the strain distribution compared with
the measured strain distribution. These trends compare
favourably. Also shown In Figs. 4.5 - 4.7 is the pre-
dicted strain distribution using the model in which
lateral displacements were Ignored
In Figs. 4.8 - 4.10 the predicted final mode shape pro-
files are shown plotted against the measured profiles.
For both the circular and the square plates the predic-
tions show good correlations with the measured profiles.
In the case of the rectangular plates. both models tend
to underestimate the deflection. This variation Is
attributed to the faot that the choice of the shape of
the rectangular plate contours assumes uniform deflection
along a central line. This Is obviously not the case.












Figs. 4.11 - 4.13 show plots of time to reach Initial
deflections versus Impulse. These plots. although
showing very little correlation between the predicted and
measured readings. show simi lar trends. These trends are
similar to those reported by Bodner and Symonds[26J.
Figs. 2.19a-c show a series of typical deflection-time
histories at the centre of each plate. These measure-
ments were recorded over a period of approximately 14 ms.
as shown on the left side of the page. while the first 2
ms of deformation has been shown enlarged on the right
side of the page.
The final mid-point deflections were measured mechanical-
ly by means of a vernier. while the ful I plate deforma-
tion was measured using a Reflex Metrograph. resulting In
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o 2 4 6 8 1'2 1~ 6
IMPULSE (Ns)
FIGURE 4.1 GRAPH OF DEFLECTION - THICKNESS RATIO vs IMPULSE FOR CIRCULAR PLATES. (Refer to Table A.1 for equations),
• Experimental Data; 1 - Model excluding Lateral Displacements; 2 - Model including Lateral Oisplacements;
3 - Lippman(56); 4 - Symonds &Wierzbicki(66); 5 - Perrone &Bhadra(68); 6,16 - Noble &Oxley - different
mode shapes(54); 7,8 - Duffey - different mode shapes(19); 9 - Calladine(71); 10 - Guedes Soares(57);
11 - Westine &Baker(69); 12,17 - Wierzbicki &Florence - different mode shapes(18); 13 - Hudson(33);
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IMPULSE (Ns)
FIGURE 4.2 GRAPH OF DEFLECTION - THICKNESS RATIO vs IMPULSE FOR SQUARE PLATES.
(Refer to TableA.1for equations)
• Experimental Data; 1 - Model including Lateral Displacements; 2 - Model excluding Lateral Displacements
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IMPULSE (Ns)
FIGURE 4.3 GRAPH OF DEFLECTION - THICKNESS RATIO vs IMPULSE FOR RECTANGULAR PLATES. (Refer to Table A.I for equations)
... Experimental Data; I - Model including Lateral Displacements; 2 - Model excluding Lateral Displacements;
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FIGURE 4.5 RADIAL STRAIN DISTRIBUTION FOR IMPULSE OF
12 Ns FOR CIRCULAR PLATES
••• MODEL INCLUDING LATERAL DISPLACEMENTS
.... T .... MODEL EXCLUDING LATERAL DISPLACEMENTS





























FIGURE 4.6 RADIAL STRAIN DISTRIBUTION FOR IMPULSE OF
12 Ns FOR SQUARE PLATES
••• MODEL I NCLUDI NG LATERAL 01 SPLACEMENTS
......... MODEL EXCLUDING LATERAL DISPLACEMENTS

























FIGURE 4.7 RADIAL STRAIN DISTRIBUTION FOR IMPULSE OF 12Ns FOR
RECTANGULAR PLATES
••• MODEL INCLUDING LATERAL DISPLACEMENTS
A Of' A MODEL EXCLUDING LATERAL DISPLACEMENTS










FIGURE 4.8 FINAL MODE PROFILE AND CONTOUR PLOT
MODEL INCLUDING LATERAL DISPLACEMENTS
__ __ _ MODEL EXCLUDING LATERAL DISPLACEMENTS











FIGURE 4.9 FINAL MODE PROFILE AND CONTOUR PLOT
MODEL INCLUDING LATERAL DISPLACEMENTS
-- -- - MODEL EXCLUDING LATERAL DISPLACEMENTS












FIGURE 4.10 FINAL MODE PROFILE AND CONTOUR PLOT
------ MODEL INCLUDING LATERAL DISPLACEMENTS
- - - MODEL EXCLUDING LATERAL DISPLACEMENTS
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FIGURE 4.11 GRAPH OF TIME TO REACH INITIAL DEFLECTION vs IMPULSE FOR CIRCULAR PLATES
0- Experimental Data; 1 - Model including lateral -displacements;
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FIGURE 4.12 GRAPH OF TIME TO REACH INITIAL DEFLECTION vs IMPULSE FOR SQUARE PLATES
o Experimental Data; 1 - Model including Lateral Displacements;
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FIGURE 4.13 GRAPH OF TIME TO REACH INITIAL OEFLECTION vs IMPULSE FOR RECTANGULAR
PLATES
~ Experimental Data; 1 - Model including Lateral Displacements;











4.2 COMPARISON OF PRESENT EXPERIMENTAL DATA WITH PREVIOUS
RESEARCHERS
In an attempt to compare present experimental results
with other experiments. which have different target
dimensions. use Is made of a dimensionless damage number
defined by Johnson (151 as
etc pv'/o. (4.1)
which Is used as a guide for assessing the behaviour of
metals In Impact situations. Here p is the material
density. v the impact velocity and o. the damage stress.
Table 4.1 shows the regime of damage as a function of
damage number and also for comparison shows the results
of some circular plate experiments. It can be seen that
a predicts an order of magnitude deformation and in doing
so, does not consider the method of Impact. the Inter-
pretation of 0., the target geometry and boundary condi-
tions or the target dimensions.
Since here we wish to compare results of deformed plates
of similar geometries. boundary conditions and loading.
It seems reasonable to Introduce factors which would
allow all other variables to be normalised Into dimen-
sionless groups.
Johnson's damage number can be written
Impulse as
In terms of the
(4 .2)
where Is the total Impulse, A. Is that area of the
plate over which the Impulse Is imparted. I. Is the
Impulse per area of Impulse, and t Is the plate thick-
ness. Fig. 4.14 shows a plot of deflection-thickness
ratio versus a. for circular plates of varying dimen-
sions and material properties. This Indicates the order











as can be seen. the variations for similar loading condi-
tions are a factor of up to 2.5. For dissimilar loading
conditions. the variation has a factor of up to 8.5.
In the case of quadrangular plates. we




where Land B are the plate length and breadth respect-
Ively. A geometrical damage number Is than written as
A • M
[jJa'("A°) ]
where A Is the area of the plate.
(4.4)
A relationship batween the distance from the plate centre
to the nearest boundary and the plate thickness Is Intro-
duced as the aspect ratio A . where
A = R/t for circular plates
A = BIt for quadrangular plates
(4.5a)
(4.5b)
The loading area per total plate area must also be con-
sidered and this Is accounted for by a loading parameter
assumed to be
t = 1 + ton (R I R. ) (4.6)
for circular plates only and where R. Is the radius of
the loaded area. Equation (4.6) Implies that when R.~R.
then t ~l and the plate Is uniformly loaded over the full
area. and when R. I s very sma II. the load I ng tends to a
point loaded situation and Is more concentrated. result-
ing In a larger mid-point deflection. The effect of












Combining equations (4.4), (4.5). and (4.6) results In a
modified damage number which Incorporates dimensions and
loading given by
For circular plates then
(I + Itn R/R.)
MxRt' (P(1. )





M«t' (BL P(1.) (4.8b)
Table 4.2 summarizes al I the dimensionless parameters.
and Table 4.3 summarizes the experimental data.
The geometry and material density variables In Equation
(4.8) are easily obtainable. The variables and (1, are
measured experimentally - I from impulse tests and for
convenience (1, Is given the value of (1 .. the static yield
stress.
Figures 4.15a and 4.16a show dimensionless plots of
deflection-thickness ratio versus ill for the experimental
results on circular and quadrangular plates respectively.
Also shown are dimensionless plots of theoretical predic-
tions described In Chapter 2. Least-squares correlation
analysis of the circular plate experimental data yields
a correlation coefficient of 0.973 and these experimental
results are almost al I within one deflection-thickness of
the least squares line. as shown in Fig, 4.15b.
For the quadrangular plates (Flg.4.16b), the experimental
results are also all mostly within one deflection-thick-
ness-ratio of the least squares correlation which In this
case has a correlation coefficient of 0.980.











which no tearing of the plate was observed. However. a
few experiments were performed in which a small part.
(approximately one-tenth>. of the boundary perimeter.
tearing was observed. This partial tearing of the plate
was observed at the clamped boundaries at Impulses of
17.7 Ns and 19,0 Ns for the square and rectangular
plates. This translates to ¢ values of 51 and 56
respectively. For the circular plates tearing occurred
at an Impulse of 15.6 Ns which translates to a ¢ value of
26. These tearing ¢ values may serve as a guideline for
design of plates subjected to Impulsive loading by means
of symmetrically positioned sheet explosive.
Insufficient data on Impulse parameters does not permit
an attempt to be made to perform a similar detailed
analysis for the other forms of Impulsive loading. Ie
underwater blast pressure. air blast pressure and Iner-
tial frame loading. However. It Is noted that Ghosh
et oj [27) has used Johnsons damage number In their
analysis of the comparison between their experimental





























































(", )2' ~ O/t(pa)2'
o 0
GRAPH OF DEFLECTION - THICKNESS RATIO vs JONSHON'S DAMAGE NUMBER FOR QIFFERENT PLATE GEOMETRIES AND LOADING
CONDITIONS. (The lines represent the least squares fit to the respectlve data)
1. Present Experiments; R ~ 50mm, t ~ 1,6mm; mild steel uniformly loaded;
2 Wierzbicki &Florence(18); R ~ 50mm, t ~ 6,3mm; mild steel uniformly loaded;
3: Bodner & Symondsf Zo ); R ~'32mm; a,c,d,- t = 1,90mm; mild steel: b - t ~2,3mm; titanium



























































o 1 2 3 4 5 10 15 20 25
. 1
$C = I(1+enR/RO)/~Rt2(pcr)2












Material Loading Radius Thickness
A Nurick A 0 50 I .6
Bodner &
• Symonds B 0 32 2.3D A 0 32 1.9
• B E 22 2.3
0 A E 32 1.9
W-i e r z b'i c k i
.A & Florence A 0 50 6.3





B - Titanium: C -" Aluminum
loading: E - partial loading
(
1 - Lippman[56J: 2 - Perrone & Bhadra[68J: 3 - Noble
& Gx l e y Lfi d l . a - Circular Profile. b - Conical Profile:
4 - Ca l l a d l n e L'Ll L: 5 - Ouffey[92J: 6 - Guedes So ar e s l S'Ll :
7 - Westine & Bak r[69J: 8 - Wierzbicki & Florence[18l.
a - large deflections. b - small deflections:
9 - Hudson[33J: 10 - Batra & Oubey[55J: II - Ghosh
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FIGURE 4.15b GRAPH OF DEFLECTION - THICKNESS RATIO vs DIMENSIONLESS NO ¢c, SHOWING














All un i forrnly loaded
I. Baker[70J
2. Jones et al[22.23J ,9=1.6





Material ,8= LIB Thickness
0 Nurick A 1,0 1.6







• B 2.0 2.69J .33 2.69
I .0 2.69
Jones. Uran
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GRAPH OF DEFLECTION - THICKNESS RATIO vs DIMENSIONLESS NO. ¢ , SHOWING LEAST













TABLE 4.1 REGIME OF DAMAGE <FROM JOHNSONI15l) AND SOME RELATED EXAMPLES
Damage
No. Regime Plate Example
M t I R Q Ref- a
a a t t
-------- mm Ns
1x 10- s 0.0032 quasi-static 2.95 0.2 25 0,1 6.6x10-· 75
elastic 1 . 17 0, 1 64 0.5 1x 10- , 75
1 . 17 O. 15 64 0.7 2.4x10-' 75
I x 10- • plastic behaviour 0,61 0.28 98 1 I .5 0,004 29 co0'>
(0.001) 0,0316 starts 6.22 35 16 0.6 0.013 18 J
l x l O" , moderate plastic 0,61 I. 36 98 46 0.09 29
<0, 1) 0.316 behaviour 1 .6 5.7 31 3.8 0, 10 x
<slow bullet speeds) 1.9 3. 1 32 2.6 0.16 26
6.2 138 16 4,6 0.20 18
1.6 14 31 11 . 1 0.60 x
1 .9 7 32 6.4 0.77 26
I x I O' extensive plastic
( 10) 3,162 deformation
o r d i nary bu II et speeds
1x I O· 31.622 hypervelocity impact














pv' I •Damage a or A't'pq.q.Number
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Ce qn . 4.5)
t'J ~ (0{) ),:







t I + /l.n (R/R. )(eqn, 4.6)
I I¢ ~ t'JH ),: x>:Rt' Coo , ) t' (BLpq,)
(eqns. 4,8)
I (l+/l.n~.)










TABLE 4.3 SUMMARY OF COMPARATIVE EXPERIMENTAL DATA
A. CIRCULAR PLATES


















1966 1 17] 100 Aluminium 290 6.3 1 .6 - 7 I
1970 1 I 8 ] Mild Steel 283 6,3 0.4 - 4 '"0:
I
Duffey & Key
1967 119] 150 Aluminium 280 I .6 4 - 9
1968 120] 3,2 1, 5 - 1,7
Mild Steel 540 1 ,6 3 - 4
Bodner & Symonds
1979 126] 64 Titanium 255 2,3 0,9 - 6 65-75
Mild Steel 223 1 ,9 0,5 - 7 100-120
Nurick
Present Work 100 Mi Id Steel 282 I ,6 4 - 12 140-190
Inertial Forming Machine
Ghosh et al 120 Lead 40.3 0,61 44














Sheet EXPlotive Blast:. Diameter Specimen Static P I ate Deflection Response
mm Type Yield Thickness Thickness Time
Stress mm Ratio /is
MPa
Jones. Uran & Tekin
1970 [22] 129 x 76 Mild Steel 248 1 .6 3.5 - 7.0
233 2.5 1 - 4.5
254 4.4 0.3 - 1 .7
Aluminium 284 3. 1 1.8 - 3.5
281 4.8 0.8 - 2.4
286 6,2 0.2 - 1.4 I
<.0
<.0
Jones & Baeder 128 x 32 Mild Steel 251 2.7 0.3 - 1.2 I
1972 [23] Aluminium 279 2.7 0,5 - 1 .2
128 x 64 Mild Steel 251 2.7 0.8 - 4
Aluminium 279 2,7 1 .2 - 3
128 x 96 Mi Id Steel 251 2.7 0.7 - 7.5
Aluminium 279 2.7 2,0 - 4.5
128 x 128 Mild Steel 251 2,7 1.6 - 9.5
Aluminium 279 2.7 3.0 - 6,0
Nur I ck
Present Work 113 x 70 Mild Steel 282 1 ,6 3 - 12










TABLE 4.4 RESUME OF PREDICTED RESULTS FOR CIRCULAR PLATES
IMPULSE PREDICTED PREDICTED MODE SHAPE AT NODE POINTS STRAIN - BETWEEN NODES
(Ns) DEFLECTION TIME
(mm) (.u s ) iI. ii, iI. iI. iI. ~. ii, iI. iI. ~.
6 I 8.4 109 I 0.934 0.768 0.532 0.263 0.002 0.010 0.020 0.026 0.024
J I 9. I 118 1 0.950 0.805 0.578 0.301 0.026 0.021 0.018 0.009 0.005
8 I 11 • 0 109 1 0.934 0.767 0.530 0.261 0.003 0.017 0.034 0.044 0.041
I J 11.7 115 1 0.951 0.808 0.583 0.304 0.056 0.048 0.034 0.019 0.009
10 I 13.5 109 1 0.033 0.767 0.531 0.262 0.004 0.025 0.050 0.066 0.063
J 1 14.3 113 I 0.952 0.81 I 0.588 0,307 0.083 0.072 0,052 0.029 0.014
12 I 15.9 106 I 0.934 0,768 0.532 0.263 0.006 0.035 0.070 0.092 0.087
II 16.9 112 I 0.953 0.875 0.593 0.311 0.115 0.100 0.074 0.042 0.021
14 I 18.2 103 1 0.934 0.769 0.534 0.263 0.007 0.045 0.092 0.122 0.115
11 19.5 III I 0.954 0.817 0.595 0.311 0.151 0.133 0.100 0.058 0.029
14.6 1 119.0 103 1 0.934 0.770 0.535 0.264 0.008 0.049 0.100 0.133 0.126
I I 20.3 110 I 0.958 0.822 0.605 0.321 0.163 0.143 0.103 0.064 0.032
NOTE - I - lateral deflection excluded










TABLE 4.5 RESUME OF PREOICTED RESULTS FOR SQUARE PLATES
IMPULSE PREDICTED PREDICTED MODE SHAPE AT NODE POINTS STRAIN - BETWEEN NODES
(Ns) DEFLECTION TIME
(mm) (,us) ~. ~. ~. ~. ~. ~. ~, ~. ~. ~.
10 I 11.6 94 1 0.936 D.774 0.538 0.265 0.DD4 0.D22 0.048 0.063 0.060
1 I 12.3 97 I 0.952 0.810 0.587 0.306 0.076 0.066 0.048 0.027 0.014
12 I 13.5 91 I 0.936 0.774 0.538 0.265 0.005 0.030 0.064 0.086 0.081
II 14.5 96 I 0.953 0.814 0.592 0.310 O. 105 0.092 0.068 0.039 0.020
14 I 15.7 88 1 0.936 0.774 0.538 0.265 0.006 0.041 0.087 0.116 0.109
II 16.7 95 I 0.954 0.817 0.597 0.314 0.138 0.121 0.091 0.054 0.028 =
16 I 17.7 88 I 0.936 0.774 0.538 0.265 0.008 0.052 O. II 0 0.147 0.139
1 I 18.9 95 1 0.955 0.822 0.603 0.319 0.175 O. 155 0.118 0.071 0.038
17.5 I 19.3 87 1 0.936 0.774 0.538 0.265 0.010 0.062 0.131 0.175 0.165
II 20.6 94 I 0.957 0.827 0.613 0.327 0.206 0.IB3 0.14 I 0.086 0.046
NOTE - I - lateral deflection excluded










TABLE 4.6 RESUME OF PREOICTED RESULTS FOR RECTANGULAR PLATES
IMPULSE PREDICTED PREDICTED MODE SHAPE AT NODE POINTS STRAIN - BETWEEN NODES
(Ns) DEFLECTION TIME
(mm) (.u s ) ... .., ... ... ... .. .., ... ... ...
6' I 6.0 90 1 0.924 0.753' 0.579 0.256 . 0.002 0.011 0.020 0.025 0.024
I I 6.4 92 J 0.940 0.7B3 0.558 0.289 0.036 0.023 0.014 0.007 0.003
8 I 7.8 88 I 0.924 0.753 0.579 0.256 0.004 0,018 0.034 0.043 0.04 I
I J 8.3 93 I 0.940 0.785 0.561 0.292 0.063 0.045 0.030 0.017 0.009
10 I 9.6 97 I 0.924 0,753 0.579 0.256 0.005 0.028 0.052 0.065 0.062
I I 10. I 92 I 0.940 0.788 0.565 0.295 0.092 0.068 0.045 0.026 0.014
12 I 11.3 86 I 0.924 0.753 0.579 0.256 0.008 0.038 0.071 0.090 0.085
I I 11.9 91 I 0.940 0.790 0.570 0.300 0.127 0.094 0.064 0.037 0.020
14 1 13.0 84 I 0.924 0.753 0.579 0.256 0.0 I 0 0.050 0.094 0.119 0.113
I I 13.7 90 I 0.942 0.795 0.575 0.305 0.168 O. I 25 0.085 0.051 0.027
16 I 14.6 83 I 0.924 0.753 0.579 0.256 0.013 0.064 0.119 0.150 O. 143
I I 15.5 90 I 0.945 0.800 0.580 0.310 0.213 0.160 0.112 0.067 0.038
17.5 I 15.9 82 I 0.924 0.753 0.579 0.256 0.015 0.075 0.141 0.178 0.169
I I 16.9 89 I 0.946 0.804 0.586 0.310 0.250 0.189 0.134 0.082 0.047
NOTE - I - lateral deflection excluded














This thesis presents two
deflection of circular and
to Impulsive loading.
approaches for predicting the
quadrangular plates subjected
( Ii)
( I i I )
The first. a mode approximation technique presents an
extension of previous work. This extension has three
major components.
(i) the use of membrane mode analysis in which the
mode shape Is computed.
the Inclusion of lateral displacements. and
this analysis predicts a solution which gives
results supported by the experimental evidence In
the range 4 - 12 plate thicknesses. Almost all
previous predictions over estimate or underesti-
mate the predictions In the range of 7 - 12 plate
thicknesses. This Is possibly due. In part. to
the fact that previous experiments were limited to
a maximum of approximately 8 plate thicknesses.
the range In which some theoretical predictions
showed comparable results with the experiments.
The second approach uses the experimental results In a
dimensionless form. the analysis of which results In an
empirical solution.
Each of these approaches wi I I now be discussed.
5.2 THEORETICAL SOLUTION
The central permanent deflection predicted for the circu-
lar plate. as shown In Fig. 4. I. compares favourably with
the experimental results. particularly at the higher
deflection-thickness ratios. where the membrane effect Is
predominant. By comparison. the predictions of Lippman
[56]. Symonds and Wlerzblckl[66] and Perrone and Bhadra











ratio. and Duffey[19J and Guedes Soares[57J. who OVer-
estimate the deflection-thickness ratio. are less accu-
rate. These over- and underestimates are results of
predictions which assume a mode shape which remained
fixed throughout the motion.
The predicted deflections for the square plate shown In
Fig. 4.2 also compare favourable with the experimental
data. No other large deflection membrane mode approxi-
mation results are known to the author for quadrangular
plates. However. Westlne[70J presents a prediction.
using energy equi I Ibrlum and a fixed mode shape. which
overestimates the deflection. particularly at the higher
deflection-thickness ratios.
Predictions for the rectangular plates show a slightly
different trend from the experimental results. although
the correlation is reasonably good. Whereas for the
aXisymmetric cases. (circular and square). the predic-
tions are larger than the experimental results. for the
rectangular plates the opposite Is true. This Is attri-
buted to the choice of shape of the contours. For the
axisymmetric cases the mid-point is coincident wlth~••
whereas In the rectangular case the mid-point lies at the
centre of the II ne ~•.
[n all three cases the predictions which Included lateral
displacements show slightly larger transverse deflections
than those which exclude lateral displacements. This may
be attributed to the fact that. by Introducing the assum-
ption that the displacement. velocity and acceleration
fields act at all times perpendicular to the plate sur-
face. assumes that the element between nodes Is also
rotated. leading to larger displacements.
The mode shapes. shown in Figs. 4.8 - 4.10 again show the
favourable comparison between predicted and experimental











A dimensionless plot shown In Fig. 4.4. Illustrates that
for plates of equal area and thickness, and similar
material properties, the mid-point deflection of the
circular plate exceeds that of the square plate, which In
turn exceeds that of the rectangular plates. particularly
at higher defleotlon-thlokness ratios. This might be
attributed to the dlstanoe from the plate mid-point to
the nearest boundary. In this oase. these dlstanoes are
R = 50 mm (olroular). B = 44.5 mm (square) and B = 35 mm
(reotangular). This oonslderatlon was taken Into aooount
when adjusting Johnson's damage number for plates of
varying geometry, thlokness and material properties.
Hitherto. the dlsousslon has Illustrated that the pre-
dloted results compare favourably with the experiments.
henoe showing the advantage of Including In the mode
approximation an algorithm for computing the mode shape.
The Inoluslon of lateral dlsplaoements allow the final
In-plane radial strain to be oomputed for eaoh element.
The results of this computation are plotted In Figs. 4.5
- 4.7 and show a trend that oompares favourably with the
experimental readings. Other attempts to predlot this
strain distribution. for example using the model desorl-
bed In this thesis but exoludlng the radlel dlsplaoe-
men t s , show a distribution wh t c h Is Inverted, Ie the
strain Is small at the centre and large at the outer
boundary. which Is obviously In disagreement with the
experimental eVldenoe.
Figures 4.11 - 4.13 show plots of time to r e a ch Initial
defleotlon vs Impulse. In all oases the experimental












In the attempt to compare experimental results presented
by different researchers using different plate dimensions
and different plate materials, It became obvious that
Johnson's damage number was a good guide. as shown In
Fig. 4.14. However. this did not provide a suitable
means for comparison, and hence an extension to Johnson's
damage number was formulated. Figures 4.15 and 4.16 show
plots of deflection-thickness ratio vs this new dimen-
sionless number~. Also shown In Figs. 4.15a and 4.16a
are plots of predictions which do not consider strain
rate effects, and therefore the predictions presented In
this thesis and those of Symonds and Wlerzblckl[66J are
omitted. It will be noted that there are similarities
between Fig. 4.15a and Fig. 4.1 and between Fig. 4.16a
and Figs 4.2 and 4.3.
However. the Important Issue here Is Illustrated In Figs.
4.15b and 4.16b In which the experimental data results
are bounded on either side of the least squares fit by a
one deflection thickness ratio confidence limit. It can
be seen that In both cases most of the data points I Ie
within these bounds.
Figures 5.1 shows both the least squares fit and bounds
of Figs. 4.15b and 4.16b, from which guidelines for a
deSign code may be considered. The least squares analy-
sis yields from the circular plate experimental data
CD; ) = O,425¢. + 0,277t •
where the number of data points was 109
correlation coefficient of 0.974.
(5. I )
with a





0. ) q =t,2~~~'\ + 0.001 (5.2) /~
using 156 data points with a correlation coefficient of


















































FIGURE 5.1 GRAPH OF DEFLECTION - THICKNESS RATIO vs ~c,q















Hence It may now be possible to determine the deflectlon-
thickness ratio of a circular or quadrangular plate sub-
jected to an Impulsive load. by using eqns. (5.1. 5.2).
with the proviso that there Is an upper limit to Ill.
Although this has not been Investigated In detail. It Is
appropriate to recal I that tearing occurred along the
clamped boundary at values of Ill. 26 and Ill. : 51
respectively. The maximum non-tearing deflection-thick-
ness ratios recorded were 11,60 and 11.97 for circular
and quadrangular plates respectively corresponding to
values of Ill. : 26.6 and Ill. = 50,7. Hence these maximum
non-shear deflection-thickness measurement values are
close to the tearing conditions and could be considered
as the III upper bounds as shown In Fig. 5.1.
There appears to be some Justification of eqns. (5.1) and
(5.2). Consider two plates, one circular the other
quadrangular, of equal area, thickness and material
properties, subjected to an Impulse over the entire plate
area: then from e qn s . (5.3)
and substituting Into eqn. (5.1)
[D/tJ = 0,240 Ill. + 0,277
(5.4)
(5.5)
A comparison of eqns.
gradients.












The instantaneous mode algorithms presented in this
thesis, for rigid vlscoplastlc impulsively loaded fully
clamped circular, square and rectangular plates, have
been shown to provide deflection results which compare
favourably with the experiments. In addition, the
Inclusion of the lateral displacement In the model
results in the predicted lateral strain distribution to
be in fair agreement with the measured distribution.
The measured contours give confidence that the series of
contours assumed in the model are reasonabiy accurate,
and also that the experimental method used to simulate
uniform loading is satisfactory.
The experimental technique has been shown to be reproduc-
ible and consistent providing deflection-time histories
while simultaneously measuring the impulse.
An analysis of al I experimental results provides a useful
design guideline for predicting maximum central deflec-
tions of impulsively loaded plates. An Indication of
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l a : 2a: 3a:
l b : 2a: 3a:
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l a : 2a: 3b - Various Profiles:
l a r 2a: 3a:
l a : 2a: 3a: Small Deflections
(bending)
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l a : 2a - not .t n this form: 3a
1a: 2b: 3b:
1a: 2a: 3b - sinusoidal
l a : 2a - not In this form: 3b:
1a: 2c: 3b - fixed mode:
l a : 2a: 3b:
1a: 2a: 3b - circular:
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3. Assumed Deformed Shape
(a) No
(b) Yes
4 . Dimensionless Form
( a ) Circular 0.3181 ,\
R





,\ t!.= B =J> tt' (BLpu. )
5. Ratio as used for experiments In this thesis.
6. Notation
I = Total Impulse; p
B a Plate Breadth: L
= material density:
plate length:
v = Poissons Ratio:
t = plate thickness:
R a plate radius:
o. = static yield stress:











Eq n <3.2) In full form Is written as
E, T ( 8 , +6 .. ,an 2
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(f\.2.1 )
Substituting eqn (A.2.1) Into eqn (3.21) and hence into eqns (3.24) and (3.25) yields;
~ 0
(A.2.2)
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DO 40 lPOIN = 2,NPOIN
SUMU = SUMU + AMASS(lpn'~)"PHIT(IPOIN)
PRINT THE INPUT FOR CHECKING BY USER
A PRGRAM FOR THE DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF
RIGID VISCO PLASTIC PLATES
READ THE USER DEFINED INPUT
COMPUTE THE NECESSARY PARAMETERS FROM THE INPUT




IF(JTYPE .EO. 1) THEN
AGEOM = PI"DIAM"DIAM/4.DO
ELSE IF<JTYPE . EO. 2) THEN
AGEOM = DIAM"DIAM
ELSE









PARAMETER PI = 3.141592654
PARAMETER NDIM = 20
INCLUDE R.VIBRA.LIST
COMMON/VIB/ AMASS(20).AJACOB(20 ,20) ,BJACOB(20,20) ,
& AB( 20,40) ,RAD(20), FUNC(20) .FNEW(20)
COMMON/ONE/ XT(21), UT, VT
DIMENSION PHIT(21),PHIDT(21),ERATE(II)
PHIT(l) = SLAMDA
DO 30 IPOIN = 2.NPO!N
PIIlT(lPOIN) = (NPOIN - lPOIN + l.DO)/NPOIN
30 CONTINUE
C







SUMU = SUMU + AMASS(l)







C.......... AN INITIAL DISPLACEMENT IS REQUIRED TO COMPUTE
C THE MULTIPLIER AND MODE SHAPES AT TIME ZERO
C
















































































SUML = SUML + AMASS(IPOIN)*PHIT(IPOIN)*PHIT(IPOIN)
40 CONTINUE
VINIT = VINIT*SUMU/SUML
PRINT", • INITIAL VELOCITY =' VINIT
DIN IT = VINIT*DST
SOLVE TIlE EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS FOR TIME ZERO
TO OBTAIN THE MULTIPLIER AND THUS THE ACCELERATION
AT TIME ZERO
INNTER LOOP FOR THE IMPLICIT TIME INTEGRATION
STEP ALONG IN TIME BY AN AMOUNT DT
TIllS IS AN IMPLICIT SCUEME FO RWHICH AN ITERATION IS
REQUIRED, DURING WHICH THE EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS
ARE SOLVED
UVELO = VELOC + 0.5*DT*(ACCEL + ACCIT)
UDISP = DISPL + 0.5*DT*(VELOC + VELIT)
T = OOT
WRITE(6.150) T.DINIT.VINIT
co 50 ITER = I,NITER
C
C***** A CHECK IS MADE FOR THE CONVERGENCE OF THE SCHEME





















NPC = NPOIN + 1









ACCEL = -RAMDA * VELOC
ACC IT = ACCEL
VELIT = VELOC
DISIT = DISPL
C*"*** LOOP FOR NTIME TIME INCREMENTS OR UNTIL THE
C VELOCITY HAS BECOME ZERO











































































IF (UVELO .LE. O.IDO) GOTO 125
DTEND = UVELO*DT/(VELOC - UVELO)
IF(DTEND .LT. DT) THEN
DT = DTEND







VEL IT = UVELO
DISIT = UDISP
50 CONTINUE
C COMPUTE STRAIN RATE FOR EACH TIMESTEP
C
60 AST = UDISP"UVELO"«I.DO - PHIDT(Z» ....2.)
CAST = DT"VT"(KT(Z)"CTFUN(2) - KT(I)lfCTFUN(I»
CBST = PHIDT(Z)"CTFUN(Z) - 1.D()lfCTFUN(I)
EST = ELENG"ELENG
ERATE(I) = (AST + (ELENG + CAST)lfCBST"UVELO)/EST
SOLVE AND OBTAIN THE ACCELERATION IN THE
NEXT ITERATION
DIF = (UDISP - DISIT)/UDISP
IF(DABS(DIF) .LE. TCL) GOTO 60
DO 55 I = 2.NPOIN
J = I + I
AST = UDISP"UVELQlf«PHIDT(!) - PHIDT(J» ....Z.)
CAST = DT"VT"(KT(J)"CTFUN(J) - KT(I)*CTFUN(I»
CBST = PHIDT(J)"CTFUN(J) - PHIDT(I)"CTFUN(I)
ERATE(I) = (AST + (ELENG + CAST)*CBST"UVELO)/EST
55 CONTINUE









PRINT... • PHIDT = ·.(PHIDT(IC).IC=I.NPOIN)
T=T+DT
WRITE(6.150) T.DISPL.VELOC
150 FORMAT(/5K.· TIME = ·,EI2.6./15K,'DISPL = '.EI2.6.































































































































& YIELD.DENCT. TOL.JTYPE.NTlME,DT .DST.
& EMPUL ,N ITER. NNODS. ITWON •SLAMDA. WIDTH. CENTR
PARAMETER PI = 3.141592654
PARAMETER NDIM = 20
INCLUDE R.VIRBRA.LIST
COMMONIVIB/ AMASS(20).AJACOB(20,20).BJACOB(20.20),







LOOP OVER THE REMAINING CARDS
READ THE USER DATA FROM FILE 5 IE. ATTACH DATA














ELSE IF(KWORD.EQ.· ..MATER·) THEN
READ(5.110) ENEXP. EPSOD. YIELD.
GOTO 10
ELSE IF(KWORD. EQ. '''Tl MES') THEN
READ(5.110) 01, NTIME. DST
GOTO 10
ELSE IF(KWORD.DQ.· ..TOLER·) THEN
READ(5.110) NITER. TOL
GOTO 10








































































































































































END FTN 23 IBANK 5 DBANK 339~ COMMON
COMMON/VIBI AMASS(20),AJACOB(20,20),BJACOB(20,20),
& AB(20,~0),RAD(20),FUNC(20),FNEW(20)
NNODS = NPOIN + 1
ITWON = 2*NPOIN
R = 0.5*DIAN







PARAMETER PI = 3.141592654
PARAMETER NDIM = 20
INCLUDE R.VIBRA,LIST
I (2.*NPOIN)
SET THE VALUES FOR CERTAIN NECESSARY PARAMETERS
DO 10 lPOIN = I,NPOIN














































IF(JTYPE .EO. 3) THEN
AMASS(I) = AMASS(I) + 2.*CENTRE*RAD(I)*DENCT*THICK
ENDIF
DO 20 JPOIN ~ 2,NPOIN
J = JPOIN - 1
AMASS(JPOIN) = AOONS*(RAD(JPOIN)*RAD(JPOIN) - RAD(J)*RAD(J»
IF(JTYPE .EO. 3) THEN
AMADD = 2.*CENTRE*(RAD(JPOIN) - RAD(J»*DENCT*THICK




























END FTN 145 IBANK 42 DBANK 3394 COMMON
BEGIN TO ASSEMBLE TIlE JACOBIAN BY COMPUTING THE
ZERO THE JACOBIAN MATRIX
LOOP FOR NITER ITERAT IONS OF THE NEWTON METHOD
SOLVE THE SYSTEM OF NONLINEAR EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS
USING A NEWTON-RAPHSON ITERATION DURING EACH OF
THE ITERATION OF THE IMPLICIT SCHEME FOR EACH STEP






PARAMETER PI = 3.141592654
PARAMETER NDIM = 20
INCLUDE R.VIBRA,LIST
COMMON/VIBI AMASS(20),AJACOB(20,20),BJACOB(20,20),
& AB( 20,40) ,RAD(20) ,FUNC(20) .FNEW(20)
DIMENSION X(I),XD(I)
DO 10 I ~ I,NPOIN


































































CREATE COLUMNS 2 THROUGH NPOIN - I OF AJACOB
THE JACOBIAN MUST BE INVERTED
AFTER IT HAS BEEN AUGMENTED BY THE IDENTITY
MATRIX ()N ITS RIGHT HAND SIDE
FIRST COLUMN (UNKNOWN IS LAMDA)
AJACOB(I,I) ~ AMASS(I)~V
DO 25 J = 2,NPOIN
AJACOB(J,I) ~ AMASS(J)~X(J)~V
25 CONTINUE
00 70 J = 2,M
I = J - 1







DO 65 JAB = I,NPOIN
AB(JAB,I) = AJACOB(JAB,I)
65 CONTINUE
DO 75 IPOIN ~ I,NPOIN
JPOIN = lPOIN + NPOIN
AB(IPOIN,JPOIN) = 1.00
DO 60 lAB ~ I,NPOIN




M~ NPOIN - 1
00 30 J = 2,M
I = J - I
































































































































































A CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE OF THE SOLUT ION
MULTIPLY BJACOB BY THE FUNCTION EVALUATED AT X
COMPUTE THE NEW APPROXIMATION POINT
CALL FEVAL(X,FUNC,D,V,AMASS,RAD)
CALL MULTPY(BJACOB,FUNC,FNEW)








DO 50 JPOIN = I,NPOIN




DO 40 lPOIN = I,NPOIN








































































































END FTN 518 IBANK 146 DBANK 3394 COMMON
K = J + 1
P = 1. DO/ENEXP
CB = XT(K)"CTFUN(K) - XT(J)*GTFUN(J)
CC = Z"CTFUN(K) - Y"CTFUN(J)
PNEW = (ELENG + DT*VT*CB)WCC*V
P2 = (Y-Z)*(Y-Z)





110. IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION"8(A-H,o-Z)
120. INCLUDE R.VISCO












































































COMMON/ONEI XT(2I), UT, VT
K c J + I
CB = ELENG + DT*VT*(XT(K)*CTFUN(K) - XT(J)*CTFUN(J»
CC = Z*CTFUN(K) - Y*CTFUN(J)
P = l,oo/ENEXP
PI = 1.00 - P
P2 = 2,*D*V*(Y - Z)
P3 = EPSOD*ELENG*ELENG
Pd c 0.5*P2*(Y-Z)
P5 = (Pd + CB*CC*V)/P3
P6 = PI(P5**PI)

































570. IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION*8(A-H.o-Z)
580. INCLUDE R.VISCO
590. COMMON/ONE/ XT(21). UT. VT
600. C
601. IF (J .EQ. 1) THEN
1 602. CTFUN = 0.00
I 603. corn 99
1 604. ENDIF
I 610. C
620. I = J - I
630. K = J + I
640. BI = «XT(I) - XT(J»**2.)*UT*UT
650. BJ = «XT(J) - XT(K»**2.)*UT*UT
660. ELSQ = ELENG*ELENG
670. ELI = DSQRT(ELSQ + BI)
680. ELJ = DSQRT(ELSQ + BJ)
690. C
700. Gl = XT(I) - XT(J)
710. G2 = XT(J) - XT(K)
720. G3 = ELI + ELENG
730. G4 = EW + ELENG
740. C
750. ANUM = UT*(GI*G4 + G2*G3)
760. ADEN = G3*G4 - UT*UT*Gl*G2
770. C






















COMMON/ONE/ XT(21). UT. VT
K = J + 1
CB = ELENG + DT*VT*(XT(K)*CTFUN(K) - KT(J)*CTFUN(J»
CC = Z*CTFUN(K) - Y*CTFUN(J)
P = 1.00/ENEXP
PI = 1.00 - P
P2 = 2.*D*V*(Y - Z)
P3 = EPSOD*ELENG*ELENG
P4 = 0.5*P2*(Y - Z)















A4 ~ -P6*(P2 - VKCBKCTFUN(K»/P3
RETURN
END
END FTN 538 IBANK 266 DBANK 80 COMMON














110. IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION*8(A-H.O-Z)
120. INCLUDE R.VISCO
130. DIMENSION RAD( I)
140. YNAUT ~ THICK*YIELD
150. IF(JTYPE .EQ. I) THEN
160. CONST ~ 2.*PI*RAD(J)
170. ELSE IF (JTYPE .EQ.2) THEN
180. CONST c 8.*RAD(J)
190. ELSE
200. CONST c 8.*RAD(J) + 2.*CENTR
210. ENDIF
220. CONST c YNAUT*CONST
230. SI = (+A4(X,Y,D,V,J)*D*(X-Y) - D*AI(X,Y,D,V,J»*Cl(X,Y,D)














































JI ~ J - 1
YNAUT c THICK*YEILD
YNAUTI ~ THICK*YEILD
IF(JTYPE .EQ. I) THEN
CONST ~ 2.*PI*RAD(J)
CONSTI c 2.*PI*RAD(JI)




CONST = 8.*(RAD(J) + 2.*CENTR


































Q2 = CONSJ*(SI - S2)/(S3*S3)












700, JI = J - I
710. YNAUT = THICK*YIELD
711. IF<JTYPE .EQ. I) T1IEN
I 712. CONST = 2.*PI*RAD(JI)
I 713. ELSE IF (JTYPE .EQ. 2) THEN
1 714. CONST = 8.*RAD(Jl)
I 715. ELSE
1 716. CONST = 8.*RAD(JI) + 2.*CENTR
1 717. ENDIF
720. CONS = YNAUT*CONST
730. C
740. SI = (A3(X,Y,D,V,Jl)*D*(X-Y) + D*Al(X,Y,D,V,JI»*Cl(X.Y,D)
750. S2 = C3(X,Y.D)*AI(X,Y,D,V,Jl)*D*(X-Y)
760. S3 = CHX,Y,D)
770. C








110. IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION*8(A-H,o-Z)




170. QI = XO )*AHASS( D*V











































































































IF(JTYPE .EQ. 1) THEN
CONST = 2.*PI*RAD(1)
ELSE IF (JTYPE .EQ. 2) THEN
CONST = 8.*RAD(I)
ELSE





FUNC(I) = Ql - CONST*Q2/Q3
DO 50 IP = 2.NPOIN
IPI ~ IP - I
YNAUT = THICK*YIELD
YNAUTI = THICK*YIELD
IF(JTYPE .EQ. 1) THEN
CONST = 2.*PI*RAD(IP)
CONSTI = 2.*PI*RAD(IP1)




CONST = 8.*RAD(IP) + 2.*CENTR
C<>NSTl = 8.*RAD(IPI) + 2.*CENTR
END II'
CONSI : YNAUT*CONST
CONS II = YNAUTl KCONSTl
K = IP + 1
01 = X(l)*AMASS(IP)*V*X(IP)
02 = Al(X(IP),X(K),D,V,IP)*D*(X(IP) - X(K»
03 = Cl(X(IP),X(K),D)
IF (IP .EQ. 2) THEN
Q4 = Al(I.DO,X(IP),D.V.IP1)*QK(I.DO - X(IP»
Q5 = Cl(l.DO,X(IP),D)
ELSE
04 = Al(X(IP1),X(IP).D.V,IP1)*QK(X(IPI) - X(IP»
Q5 = Cl(X(IP1).X(IP),D)
ENDIF




END FTN 336 IBANK 104 DBANK 34 COMMON
THIS ROUTINE SOLVES A SET OF LINEAR EQUATIONS
THUS INVERTING A MTARIX II' THE AUGMENTED RHS
IS JUST THE IDENTITY MATRIX
@FTN,S R. INVERT
FTN llRIA 10/22/86-09:25(0.)




















BEG IN THE REDUCT ION
FINO TIlE ROW NUMBER OF THE PIvor ROW
INTERCHANGE ROWS SO PIVOT IS ON' DIAGONAL
NOW THE BACK SUBSTITUTION
CHECK AB(N,N) FOR SIZE
CHECK FOR A NEAR SINGULAR MATRIX
IF(DABS(AB(IPVT,I» .LT. 1.0D-6) THEN
PRINT*, SOLUTION NOT FEASIBLE - NEAR ZERO PIVOT'
RETURN
END IF
NMI = N - I





IF (IPVT .NE. I) THEN








IF (DABS(AB.N,N» .LT. 1.0D-6) THEN




IPI = I + I
DO 10 J = IP1,N















C***** CHECK F<>R ZEROS, OTHERWISE REDUCE ELEMENTS
C BELOW THE DIAGONAL TO ZERO
C
DO 32 JROW = IPI,N
IF (AB(JROW, I) .NE. O.DO) THEN
RATIO = AB(JROW,I)/AB(I,I)
AB(JROW,I) = RATIO
DO 30 KCOL = IP1,NP






























































































































800. NPI = N + I
810. DO 50 KCOL = NPI,NP
I 820. AB(N,KCOL) = AB(N,KCOL)/AB(N,N)
I 830. DO 45 J = 2,N
2 840. NVBL = NPI - J
2 850. L = NVBL + I
2 860. VALUE = AB(NVBL,KCOL)
2 870. 00 40 K = L,N
3 880. VALUE = VALUE - AB(NVBL,K)"AB(K,KCOL)
3 890. 40 CONTINUE
2 900. AB(NVBL,KCOL) = VALUE/AB(NVBL,NVBL)
2 910. 45 CONTINUE
1 920. 50 CONTINUE
I 930. C
I 940. C
1 950. C,u,,,,,,, RETURN THE MATRIX B AS THE INVERSE, EQUAL TO
1 960. C THE AUGMENTED PART OF THE MATRIX AB
1 970. C
980. DO 70 lPOIN = l,N
1 990. DO 65 JPOIN = I,N
2 1000. JIP = JPOIN + N
2 1010. B(IPOIN,JPOIN) = AB(IPOIN,JIP)
2 1020, 65 CONTINUE






END FTN 416 IBANK 64 DBANK
RETURN
END
DO 20 I = l,NPOIN
FNEW( J) = O.
DO 15 J = I,NPOIN








110. IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION"8(A-H,O-Z)
120. INCLUDE R. VISCO




















END FTN 80 \BANK 27 DBANK 34 COMMON
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